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IDENTIFICATION OF ASIAN GARMENTS IN SMALL MUSEUMS 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Political and cultural events in nineteenth and twentieth century history, including 

the opening ofJapan by Commodore Perry, international expositions and exhibitions, the 

Western trading enclaves in Shanghai, the post-World War II occupation ofJapan, and 

the Korean conflict exposed Americans to the traditional dress ofthese countries. These 

events provided opportunities for articles ofAsian clothing to be brought to America and 

eventually donated to local museums. 

The adoption ofthe kimono by Euro-American women was part of the craze for 

Japonisme, which swept Europe and the United States in the late nineteenth and early 

twntieth centuries (Corwin, 1996; Fukai, 1996; Martin & Koda, 1994; Takashima, 1996). 

The Japanese willingness to cater to the Western market brought items ofJapanese 

clothing to the attention ofthe Euro-American public, aided by popular plays set in 

Japan, such as the Mikado and Madame Butterfly (Corwin, 1996; Fukai, 1996; Martin & 

Koda, 1994; Takashima, 1996). Clothing items from other Asian countries frequently 

seem to be misidentified in small collections as being Japanese kimono. This is possibly 

due to the fact that the Japanese kimono was widely adopted by American women as 

teagowns, dressing gowns and negligees, based on its frequent appearance in the lingerie 

sections ofperiod catalogues (Bryk, 1988; Corwin, 1996; Dover Publications, 1993; 
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Fukai, 1996; Livoni, 1996; Takashima, 1996). This misuse ofterminology and 

identifying garments from different Asian cultures as kimono continues to the present day 

in popular literature (Hambly, 1994), in which fictional characters admire colorful 

kimono in Chinatown. Because ofthis confusion and misunderstanding there is a need 

for an easily useable identification system developed specifically for Asian clothing. 

Classification ofAsian garments presents a slightly different set ofproblems from 

those involved in dating Euro-American garments. Euro-American garments for the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the period ofthis study, changed frequently and were 

extensively documented in fashion journals (Blum, 1974; Boucher, 1987). Asian 

garments for the same time period changed form much more slowly. Many oftheir forms 

and decorations were based on tradition rather than fashion, and there are fewer 

resources, such as fashion magazines, available to confirm their date and country of 

origin (Dalby, 1993; Xun & Chunming, 1984). To identify Asian clothing one must look 

at different factors than for Euro-American dress. 

Most Asian garments from China, Japan, Korea, Tibet, and northern Nepal are 

similar in that they are formed from combinations ofrectangular pieces ofcloth with no 

shoulder shaping or set-in sleeves and have either a center front opening or one which 

laps over to the right side. The majority ofthe garments are full body length. The shorter 

garments are approximately waist or hip length and worn over a skirt or trousers as 

appropriate (Dalby, 1993; Tilke, 1990; Vollmer, 1983; Xu, 1988; Xun and Chunming, 

1984). Most ofthe garments which form the majority ofAsian clothing in costume 

collections are upper body clothing, although they may be long enough to cover the entire 

body (Chambers, Rawlings & Ritchie, 1981; Dickinson & Wrigglesworth, 1990; 
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Fairserveis, 1971; Gluckman & Takeda, 1992; Ishimura & Maruyama, 1988; Kyoto 

National Museum, 1997; Newark Museum, 1961; Pang, 1988; Stinchecum, 1984; Szeto, 

1992; Wilson, 1986; Vollmer, 1971, 1980, 1983). 

A decision tree system for clothing identification in museum collections was 

developed by Schlick (1980), and tested by Loverin (Loverin, 1986; Pedersen & Loverin, 

1989). Loverin addressed the accuracy ofSchlick's system in an actual museum setting, 

because a small museum is unlikely to have a costume historian on statI: and clothing 

accessions may be documented by someone without specific training in clothing 

identification. However, those two projects were primarily aimed at the identification of 

Euro-American dress, rather than clothing from other parts ofthe world. 

Vollmer (1983) published a pictorial chart ofthe different forms ofdress in the 

Ch'ing Dynasty wardrobe in China, along with a classification chart ofthe decorative 

elements used on these garments. He stated that official Ch'ing dynasty garments had a 

system ofornamentation which integrated into an overall theme. The purpose ofhis 

study was to analyze the "visual information and communicative functions" ofthe 

clothing and attempt to explain to a general reader how the garments decoration "served 

as visual communication within Ch'ing society" (p. 12). 

Dalby (1993) published decision tree systems for classifying Japanese dress for 

formality ofthe occasion, wearers age, season ofthe year, and other appropriate factors 

for Japanese culture. Her decision trees showed in graphic form the hierarchy ofchoices 

within the rigidly established system ofproper kimono etiquette. Dalby (1993) described 

the rules as being "relatively fossilized" in comparison with modem global fashions and 

likened her decision tree to a map ofthe "inner territory" ofthe kimono protocol. 
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Statement ofthe Problem 

There is no existing classification system for differentiating the clothing ofChina, 

Japan, Korea, Nepal, and Tibet, useable for museum collections, especially those which 

may not have staff members with specialized knowledge ofAsian dress. The results of 

this research will be a decision tree system for the identification of Asian garments from 

the above mentioned countries, for use in small museums. Decision tree systems for 

dating and differentiating different forms ofEuropean dress exist, as do similar systems 

to deal with Asian dress within a single country. The purpose ofthis research is to 

develop and test a multi-cultural decision tree system for identifying the country oforigin 

ofAsian dress. 

Hypotheses 

The primary hypothesis ofthis research is that there are distinct Asian clothing 

features which can be categorized to identify a garment's country oforigin. There are 

two sub hypotheses. The first sub hypothesis is that there are distinct secondary features 

in Asian dress which can determine the gender of its wearer, such as the Chinese tradition 

ofusing a dragon motif to represent the Emperor and a phoenix to represent the Empress 

(Xun & Chunming, 1984; Westphal, 1979). Garments identical in cut and color may be 

classified by gender based on their motifs. The second sub hypothesis is that certain 

Asian garments have distinct features which indicate the age ofthe wearer. For example, 

Japanese women's kimono of identical cut may be classified to the wearer's age based on 

the amount and color oftheir decorative motifs (Dalby, 1993). 
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Assumptions 

The major assumption made in this research is that each Asian country, region, 

and culture included in the study (China, Japan, Ainu, Korea, Tibet, and northern Nepal) 

has a style ofdress distinct to that country or cultural group and recognized as 

representing the "majority dress" or "traditional dress" ofthat country or culture by its 

population. A second assumption is that this form ofdress has remained relatively 

unchanged over the period oftime covered in this study, the nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries. 

Limitations 

Several limiting factors were applied to the research to keep the scope ofthe 

project manageable. The first limitation was the decision to include only the countries 

located in the north-eastern part ofAsia, since reviews ofbooks on the collections of 

various museums and personal research indicated that garments from these countries 

formed the bulk ofthe collections ofAsian dress (Chambers, Rawlings, & Ritchie, 1981; 

Fairserveis, 1971; Gluckman & Takeda, 1992; Newark Museum, 1961; Pang, 1988; 

Szeto, 1992; Vollmer, 1983; Wilson, 1986). 

The second limitation was to restrict the garments included in this study to those 

in common use in the nineteenth and twenteth centuries, since these would be the most 

likely to be collected, due to their greater availability compared to older garments. The 

catalogues ofmuseum and private collections used for references seem to confirm that 

this is a valid limitation (Gluckman & Takeda, 1992; Newark Museum, 1961; Vollmer, 

1983; Wilson, 1986). 
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The third limitation was the decision to consider only the clothing styles worn by 

the major ethnic populations ofeach country, rather than try to include each garment 

worn by every minority population. Also, garments for special occasions, such as 

weddings and funerals and garments associated with specific professions were excluded, 

since the decision tree was intended to identifY garments in common use. 

General Definitions 

Euro-American dress: Clothing worn primarily by Europeans and Americans. 

Since it is well documented in clothing history texts that both European and American 

women followed the fashion trends set by the French couturiers, and the men followed 

English or French fashions, it was not necessary to consider European and American 

fashions separately from each other for this project. 

Fashion: For this thesis, the term fashion refers to changes in clothing styles, often 

coming from a central city, such as Paris for Euro-American dress or Tokyo for Japanese 

dress. Fashion, in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, was usually originated by a 

designer or a member ofan elite social class and then filtered down into general usage by 

the larger, lower status population (Blum, 1974; Boucher, 1987). 

Asian: In the context ofthis thesis, this term refers to the inhabitants ofJapan, 

China, Korea, Tibet, and northern Nepal and their indigenous clothing styles. 

Oriental: This is an alternate term for Asian, most often used to refer to inanimate 

objects such as rugs or clothing, originating in the countries listed above as well as in 

other Asian countries. This term is currently used far less frequently than Asian and is 

considered somewhat "politically incorrect." The current definition ofthe terms Asian 

and Oriental is that Asian is used to refer to a person or a country, Oriental is used to 
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refer to a material object, such as a rug or a vase. The term Asian tends to be used to 

refer to clothing, rather than Oriental, since clothing is often considered to be part ofthe 

person, rather than as an impersonal object (M. Kondo, personal communication, 

January, 1996). However, some clothing books, particularly early sources, such as 

Tilke's Oriental Dress, originally published in the first halfofthe twentieth century, refer 

to clothing from the Near to Far East as Oriental, so the term is included here for 

reference. 

Traditional dress: In the context ofthis thesis, the term traditional dress is used to 

refer to the indigenous clothing styles ofthe Asian countries, not clothing which has been 

influenced by imported Euro-American fashions. 

National Dress: This term is equivalent to traditional dress and is sometimes 

used to refer to the traditional dress as an ethnic identification for a citizen ofan Asian 

country. 

Decision tree system: A method ofclassifying objects, in this case clothing, which 

asks the user to answer a series ofquestions about the article ofclothing and guides them 

through increasingly specific "branches" ofquestions until an identification ofthe article 

ofclothing is reached. 

Distinct clothing features: Distinct clothingfeatures are specific sleeve, neckline 

shapes, or other clothing features which are found on the clothing ofonly one country 

included in the study. 

Motif: The term motifwill be used to refer to a decorative element ofAsian dress 

such as a design ofdragons or flowers applied to the garment by techniques such as 

printing, embroidery, and applique, or woven into the fabric. 
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Definitions ofthe garments of individual countries will be covered in the in the 

Asian clothing sections ofthe review of literature chapter. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Euro-American Decision Tree Systems 

The following discussion of the literature gives a general overview of Euro

American decision tree systems and Asian decision tree systems. This is followed by a 

discussion ofthe clothing ofJapan, China, Korea, Tibet, and northern Nepal. 

Several clothing researchers have developed, tested, or expanded on decision tree 

systems for the identification ofEuro-American dress (Pedersen & Loverin, 1989; 

Rowold, 1983; Schlick, 1980). According to Pedersen and Loverin (1989), "Schlick 

developed a dating instrument based on structural characteristics ofwomen's day dresses 

from 1800 to 1898. Through content analysis using secondary sources, she was able to 

group discriminating structural fe~tures into an algorithm." (p.40). Schlick's decision tree 

system used three to five questions, concentrating on the "discriminating structural 

features" ofshoulder width, waistline, sleeve fullness, skirt, and bodice characteristics to 

arrive at an approximate date for the clothing item to within a three to seventeen year 

time period, depending on how rapidly the fashion features had changed (pedersen & 

Loverin, 1989). Most ofthe date oforigin divisions in Schlick's algorithm covered about 

a seven year time period (Pedersen & Loverin, 1989). Schlick tested her decision tree 

system primarily on subjects with some knowledge ofcostume history, such as fashion 
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students and clothing professionals, while the further testing by Pedersen and Loverin 

split the testing group into subjects with and without a background knowledge ofclothing 

history (pedersen & Loverin, 1989). The hypotheses ofPedersen and Loverin's (1989) 

test of Schlick's algorithm was that there would be no significant difference in the 

accuracy ofresults obtained by the trained versus the untrained subjects and that the 

percentage ofcorrect responses would be approximately equal for dresses in all time 

periods covered by Schlick's decision tree system. Their resuhs were that there were no 

significant differences in the accuracy level obtained by trained and untrained subjects 

using Schlick's algorithm to date historical garments, but the percentage ofcorrect 

responses varied between the different time periods covered by Schlick's algorithm, 

possibly because the "discriminating structural featureS" selected were easier to 

distinguish for some time divisions than others. 

There ~ve been several other studies related to dating Euro-American clothing, 

including those ofGross (1981), Shore (1982), Herring (1983), and Rabalais (1986). 

Gross (1981) developed an instrument for categorizing adult women's clothing in the 

Southern United States from 1870 to 1898. Gross used illustrations from a contemporary 

fashion periodical to establish categories ofdistinctive fashion features and establish 

suitable time divisions for each one. Frequency distributions ofeach fashion feature were 

used to determine the time period in which it was fashionable. The fashion features 

selected by Gross for analysis were the overall silhouette, neckline placement and 

treatment, bodice treatment, armscye placement, sleeve treatment, waistline placement, 

skirt treatment, ornamentation, and fabric characteristics. The dating instrument 

developed by Gross was in the form ofa checklist. The final user would check offthe 
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appropriate fashion features ofthe garment they were trying to date, then transfer that 

data to a grid containing both time and fashion feature columns, and mark the 

intersections ofthe time and fashion feature data to determine a likely time oforigin 

range for the garment. This was referred to as the "time grid dating system" (Gross, 

1981). Shore (1982) tested the time grid system developed by Gross (1981), using a 

second fashion periodical ofthe same time period and included more fashion features in 

the dating criteria 

Rabelais (1986) further tested Gross's (1981) and Shore's (1982) time grid dating 

system, using illustrations from the periodical "Godey's Lady's Book" from 1870 to 1897. 

The two time grid systems developed by Gross (1981) and Shore (1982) each used 

illustrations from one fashion periodical as their data base. Rabelais' (1986) thesis was a 

test ofthe accuracy and possible bias ofthe two previously developed systems by using 

them to date illustrations from a third fashion periodical. Since the purpose ofSchlick's 

decision tree (1980) was for use in museums possibly staffed with employees unfamiliar 

with clothing history, the decision tree system seemed to be the procedure most 

applicable to the testing ofactual garments. 

Herring (1983) developed a criteria for dating women's undergarments from 1897 

to 1914 in small collections, so that an accurate idea ofthe scope ofthe collection could 

be obtained. Herring found that there were many fewer sources of information available 

for undergarments than outer clothing. Her criteria for dating the undergarments in the 

historic clothing collection at the University ofAlabama were fiber content, fabric type, 

construction, ornamentation, and design. 
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Asian Decision Tree Systems 

While there is not an existing decision tree or classification system which covers 

the clothing ofmultiple Asian countries, two researchers have developed systems to 

classify clothing within a single Asian country. Dalby (1993) developed a decision tree 

system for Japanese dress; Vollmer (1983) created pictorial charts classifying Chinese 

dress. 

In Dalby's (1993) decision tree system, Japanese dress is divided several ways. 

The first choice, in a modem clothing context, is whether to wear yofuku (Buro-American 

dress) or wafuku (Japanese dress). Iftraditional Japanese dress is chosen, the second step 

ofthe decision tree splits kimono styles into haregi (formal wear) orfudangi (everyday 

wear) and subdivides both ofthese categories into degrees offormality. A third decision 

tree concentrates on the situations where one kimono may be appropriate for two different 

levels offormality. A final decision tree deals with mourning wear, which is not 

considered in this research project. 

Vollmer (1983) also used a several step process to classify Chinese clothing, 

using line drawings ofthe garment silhouettes and major decorative features. The first 

step is to differentiate Manchu from Han Chinese clothing. Vollmer's second step is to 

diagram the major garments which would be found in the Ch'ing Dynasty (1644-1911) 

wardrobes ofManchu men, Manchu women, Han men, and Han women, arranged in 

order of formality. The pictorial chart is followed by short text definitions ofeach major 

garment type. The next pictorial chart classifies the patterns and decorative motifs found 

on the major forms ofManchu and Han Chinese dress. It is also followed by short text 

definitions ofthe features shown in the chart. 
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Garment Descriptions 

This section ofthe literature review will cover the Asian garments which are 

included in the decision tree framework for this research. Japanese garments will be 

covered first, since they are the styles with which most other Asian garments are 

compared. 

Japanese Clothing 

The Japanese word ki-mono literally translates as "thing to wear", but it has great 

symbolic importance to the Japanese as the style ofdress that represents their ethnic 

identity (Dalby, 1993; Yamanaka, 1982). The kimono has had many variations over the 

centuries, but its basic form has usually been a rectangular-cut, unshaped robe with long 

sleeves and a front opening. The left front panel is lapped over the right and held closed 

by a fairly stiff belt or sash called the obi (Dalby, 1993; Liddell, 1989; Minnich, 1963; 

Yamanaka, 1982; Yang & Narasin, 1989). In the early twentieth century, one style 

adapted from traditional samurai fashion became dominant, and by the middle ofthe 

twentieth century the rules and etiquette for its correct wear had become rigid (Dalby, 

1993). 

The phrase "to wear kimono" actually refers to wearing an entire, specific 

ensemble consisting, for women, ofthe kimono itself and a wide obi sash, along with 

appropriate undergarments, footwear, and hairstyle (Dalby, 1993; Ito & Inoue, 1979; 

Yamanaka, 1982). For men, the formal kimono ensemble consists ofa short kimono style 

jacket called a haori, a long inner kimono and wide pleated pants called hakama (Dalby, 

1993; Marshall, 1988; Yamanaka, 1982). 
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Japanese women's clothing. The kimono itself is the main garment ofJapanese 

women's "national dress," although the focal point ofthe ensemble as worn in the 

twentieth century has shifted to the obi, and the kimono design now provides a 

complimentary background for it (Dalby, 1993; Yang & Narasin, 1989). The modem 

kimono developed from the kosode (small-sleeved garment) ofearlier eras. The kosode 

had previously been worn as an under-layer beneath a trailing, open-fronted kimono. 

(Dalby, 1993; Liddel~ 1989). 

The women's kimono is cut to a standard height and width, then tucked and folded 

on the body to conform to individual body dimensions (Yamanaka, 1982). The kimono is 

cut longer than the body (Marshal~ 1988; Yang & Narasin, 1989), and the excess is 

folded at the waist, with the fold visible at the hipline. Dalby (1993) stated that this fold 

is a remnant ofa traditional aristocratic kimono style that trailed on the floor. The trained 

kimono was eventually belted up to ankle length, with the excess material folded at the 

hip. The hip fold has no purpose today but has become a part ofthe "correct" kimono 

style, so it continues (Dalby, 1993). The kimono is a flat garment, not tailored to the 

body's shape like Euro-American clothing. Ifthe kimono is taken apart along its seams 

(for laundering or alteration) it can be reconstructed back into its original length of fabric 

as it came from the bolt, since no curved seams are used and no fabric wasted (Dalby, 

1993; Marshall, 1988; Yamanaka, 1982). The shaping ofthe kimono when it is worn is 

dependent on the wearer's figure, various pads in the under-layers, and the obi (Dalby, 

1993; Ito & Inoue, 1979; Yamanaka, 1982). Since the kimono is an untailored garment, 

shaped by its wearer, the Japanese feel that the nuances in the way a woman wears her 

kimono express her individuality (Dalby, 1993). 
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A distinction is made between the style ofkimono sleeves for single girls and 

married women. A single woman wears afurisode kimono with long, swinging sleeves 

that may reach nearly to the ankle in the most formal versions (Dalby, 1993). Less 

formal versions ofthefurisode may have calfor knee length sleeves (Dalby, 1993; 

Yananaka, 1982). A married woman wears a kosode kimono with shorter, almost square 

sleeves. The origin ofthis distinction seems to have been that the swinging long sleeves 

was an element offlirting, and ofcourse, a married woman would no longer flirt (Dalby, 

1993; Ito & Inoue, 1979; Liddell, 1989; Yamanaka, 1982). Traditionally a woman would 

become engaged or married when she was between 18 and 20 years old and would 

shorten her kimono sleeves at this time (Dalby, 1993). However, with changing social 

customs in recent decades, a woman may remain single longer and adopt the married 

woman's kimono with shorter sleeves. She would be considered too old to wear the long

sleevedfurisode kimono, which is appropriate for 13-18 year old girls (Dalby, 1993). 

Unlike men's sleeves, both married and unmarried women's sleeve styles are slit along 

the vertical edge next to the kimono side, and the side ofthe kimono has a matching slit. 

Since the kimono sleeves could be used as pockets, the slits allowed the wearer to reach 

inside (Dalby, 1993; Marshall, 1988; Yamanaka, 1982). 

Formality plays an important part in the choice ofa kimono and obi ensemble. 

Dalby (1993, p. 165) commented that "wearing kimono at the wrong level offormality is 

probably the most excruciating clothing mistake a person can commit in Japan." Dalby 

(1993) outlined the levels ofkimono formality in a flow chart, beginning with the 

division between haregi (special occasion clothing) andfudangi (everyday clothing). 

Although there are many finely divided levels ofkimono formality, the signifiers most 
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applicable to this research are the amount and types of family crests on the kimono, the 

color of the kimono, and the type and placement ofany patterns on the kimono. (Since 

kimono donated to museum collections are taken out ofthe context of the complete 

ensemble and the occasion to which it was worn, attempting to define an exact level of 

formality for each kimono would be extremely difficult). 

Dalby (1993) stated that "The presence or absence ofcrests is the clearest 

indication ofwhether a kimono is considered formal" (p. 182). The most formal kimono 

are black, either plain or with a pattern on the hem, with five white-dyed family crests on 

it (Dalby, 1993; Yamanaka, 1982). The family.crests, called mon, are small and usually 

circular, with the specific family motif contained within the circle (Dalby, 1993). The 

five crests are placed at the mid chest level as follows: one in the center back, one on 

each back shoulder, and one on each front shoulder (Dalby, 1993; Yamanaka, 1982). 

Kimono with three crests, one at center back and each back shoulder, and kimono with 

one crest at center back are the next steps down on the formality level (Dalby, 1993; 

Yamanaka, 1982). This type ofkimono is called a tomosode and is worn by married 

women; unmarried women wear along-sleeved furisode in the same crest and color 

patterns as the tomosode for the same level of formality (Dalby, 1993; Ito & Inoue, 1979; 

Yamanaka, 1982). Slightly less formal is the crested iro tomesode, which has the same 

descending number ofcrests, but is in a color other than black (Dalby, 1993; Ito & Inoue, 

1979; Yamanaka, 1982). 

The next level down on the formality scale is the horoma~ which is often 

described as ''visiting wear" (Dalby, 1993; Yamanaka, 1982). The horomagi is 

distinguished by the type ofpatterning on its hem and shoulders. The patterning is 
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constructed so that it runs continuously over the seams ofthe horomagi, which indicates 

that the decoration was done specifically for that kimono, not from a pre-printed length of 

silk (Dalby, 1993; Yamanaka, 1982). Less formal kimono are the tsukesage, which has 

hem and shoulder patterns similar to the horomagi, but is made from pre-printed silk; and 

the komon, which is covered by allover patterns in a small-scale motif (Dalby, 1993; 

Yamanaka, 1982). 

The level of formality ofthe kimono ensemble is affected by the choice ofobi 

sash and haori jacket (Dalby, 1993). The kimono may be made more or less formal than 

its basic formality level by adding the obi and haori styles designated as formal or casual 

(Dalby, 1993; Yamanaka, 1982). The haori jacket may be worn by men and women, but 

there are distinct rules for the gender usage and formality ofthe different haori styles 

(Dalby, 1993; Yamanaka, 1982). 

The season ofthe year also affects kimono styles. Hitoe (unlined kimono) are 

traditionally worn between the months ofJune and September, while awase (lined 

kimono) are worn the rest ofthe year (Dalby, 1993). Summer kimono may be made ofan 

open weave gauze, kimono for other seasons are made ofmore opaque materials such as 

silk crepe (Dalby, 1993; Ito & Inoue, 1979). Appropriate seasonal motifs, such as 

evergreens in winter, irises in spring, seaside motifs in summer, and maples in autumn 

may decorate the kimono (Dalby, 1993). 

A woman's age also determines proper kimono styles (Dalby, 1993). Young girls 

and unmarried women wear brighter colors and more heavily patterned kimonos than 

older or married women (Dalby, 1993; Ito & Inoue, 1979; Yamanaka, 1982). Dalby 

(1993) gave a generalized rule for age appropriate kimono designs, stating that the older 
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the woman, the more subdued the colors, and the smaller the patterned area ofmotifs at 

the kimono hem will be. 

The kimono may be made from silk, cotton, linen, hemp, ramie, or wool (Dalby, 

1993; Ito & Inoue, 1979; Yang & Narasin, 1989; Yamanaka, 1982). However, only fine 

silk is appropriate for a formal occasion kimono, raw silk and all other fibers being 

considered suitable only for informal wear (Dalby, 1993). 

The women's kimono can be left plain or be embellished with embroidery, 

stenciling, tie-dying, hand painting, or a combination ofthese techniques (Dalby, 1993; 

Ito & Inoue, 1979; Noma, 1974; Yamanaka, 1982; Yang & Narasin, 1989). Varieties of 

decorative motifs found on kimono include abstract or geometric motifs, flowers and 

plants, animals (especially birds), nature or city scenes, and items such as fans, hats, 

baskets, and drums. 

The primary undergarments for the kimono ensemble include a hadajuban 

undershirt ofplain cotton, silk gauze, or silk crepe; a susoyoke half-slip, which may be a 

closed tube or a wrap-around style in silk crepe, silk satin, or their equivalents in 

synthetic fibers; and a full length under-kimono called the nagajuban (Dalby, 1993; 

Yamanaka, 1982). The nagajuban is made is made ofwhite or pastel crepe, silk or 

synthetic fibers in modem times, although in the Meiji Era it was made ofbrighter 

fabrics, sometimes in prints (Dalby, 1993; Yamanaka, 1982). The only part ofthe 

nagajuban which is proper to show in the kimono ensemble is its detachable han-eri 

collar, which folds over the neckline edge ofthe nagajuban (Dalby, 1993; Yamanaka, 

1982). 
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The obi, which is the other most visible element ofthe woman's kimono 

ensemble, is a wide, stiff sash wrapped around the waist and tied with a large, sometimes 

intricate bow at the back (Dalby, 1993; Ito & Inoue, 1979; Liddell, 1989; Yamanaka, 

1982; Yang & Narasin, 1989). Unmarried women may wear a variety of large and 

intricate obi bows, while married women most often wear the plain "drum" bow ( Dalby, 

1993; Ito & Inoue, 1979; Yang & Narasin, 1989). The standard modem obi is composed 

ofa strip ofcloth up to seventy centimeters wide and up to four meters long. The obi 

width is folded in halfbefore being wrapped around the body (Dalby, 1993). Dalby 

(1993), Ito and Inoue (1979), and Yamanaka (1982) all describe obi variations for 

different purposes but agree that wider, brocade obis are to be worn with formal kimono, 

and the narrower obis ofrough silk, cotton, or other fabrics are for informal ensembles. 

Japanese men's clothing. Yamanaka (1982) listed only three variations for men's 

kimono; ceremonial, formal, and informal. Ito and Inoue (1979) commented that men's 

kimono etiquette has a sliding scale of formality similar to that ofwomen's kimono 

ensembles. The men's kimono ensemble consists ofa long kimono, with a haori jacket 

and hakama pants worn over it, sometimes tied with a stiffobi sash (Dalby, 1993; Ito & 

Inoue, 1979; Marshall, 1988; Yamanaka, 1982). 

For ceremonial occasions, the men wear a black habutai silk kimono and haori 

and striped grey silk hakama, with mon crests displayed on the front and back shoulders 

and center back ofthe kimono and haori (Ito & Inoue, 1979; Yamanaka, 1982). The 

ensemble is finished with a stiff obi, tabi socks, and wooden sandals (Ito & Inoue, 1979; 

Yamanaka, 1982). Yang and Narasin (1989) commented that men's formal obi are stiffer 

and thinner than women's formal obi. 
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The men's formal kimono ensembles consist ofplain silk haori and kimono, with 

three crests on the back or one crest displayed at center back. These kimono ensembles 

may be in light, subdued colors, such as pale grey, rather than black (Ito & Inoue, 1979; 

Yamanaka, 1982). The haori jacket may match the kimono or be a slightly lighter or 

darker version ofthe same color (Yamanaka, 1982). The under-kimono may have small 

allover patterns, which are considered less formal than plain cloth by the Japanese 

(Dalby, 1993; Yamanaka, 1982). 

Men's informal kimono may be the kimono, haori, and hakama ensemble in a 

rough silk or wool (Ito & Inoue, 1979; Yamanaka, 1982). Yamanaka (1982) commented 

that if the informal ensemble is silk, the kimono and haori should match, but the 

underkimono may be patterned. When the informal kimono is wool, no hakama are worn 

and the kimono and haori match (Ito & Inoue, 1979; Yamanaka, 1982). The yukata, a 

simple cotton kimono, often in bold indigo and white patterns, is worn at home rather like 

a bathrobe (Dalby, 1993; Marshall, 1988; Yamanaka, 1982). 

The sleeves on men's kimono are different from those on women's kimono. Men's 

sleeves have closed seams and sharp, squared comers, rather than the rounded sleeve 

edges found on women's kimono (Dalby, 1993; Marshall, 1988). 

Yamanaka (1982) stated that, like women's clothing, there is an age appropriate 

etiquette in the choice ofcolors and motifs for men's kimono. Boys and younger men 

may wear brighter colors and larger motifs than older men, although all ofthe colors for 

men are fairly subdued tones ofbrowns, blues, and greys. In the clothing situations 

where non-matching kimono, haori, and hakama may be worn, Yamanaka (1982) stated 

that the colors and motifs chosen should be in "good taste" by Japanese standards. 
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The hakama pants are wide legged trousers pleated onto a waistband but are open 

on the sides from the waist to about knee level. Modem hakama may be only a pleated 

skirt tied over the long kimono with no division between the legs (Yamanaka, 1982). 

They are mainly worn by men but survive in a traditional women's style now worn only 

by high school girls as part oftheir graduation kimono (Dalby, 1993; Liddell, 1989; 

Marshall, 1988). 

Japanese unisex garments. The haori is a hip length jacket with a center front 

opening worn by both men and women. According to Yamanaka (1982) the haori 

probably evolved from a traveling cape. Dalby (1993) and Yamanaka (1982) agreed that 

the haori was originally strictly a men's garment, which was adopted by geisha in the late 

nineteenth century, then passed into general wear for other women. Dalby (1993) 

commented that the haori was probably adopted as a jacket to formalize a kimono in 

imitation ofthe suit jackets ofWestern fashion, when they were first adopted in Japan in 

the later 1800's. 

The hip length haori is part ofmen's formal dress, but there are several different 

haori styles for women (Dalby, 1993; Yamanaka, 1982). According to Yamanaka (1982) 

there are three women's haori types, a long formal one, a hip length semi-formal one, and 

a short informal one for at-home wear. Marshall (1988) commented that the haori has a 

descending scale offormality similar to the kimono, with five crests being the most 

formal, three crests or one crest being less formal. However, Ito and Inoue (1979) 

disagreed with this, stating ''No matter how expensive a haori may be, it is only for 

informal wear and inappropriate for tea gatherings or formal occasions" (p. 10), but they 

classify a black or pastel crested haori as being "slightly dressy." The apparent 
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disagreement as to the formality ofthe haori by various authors may be due to their 

personal interpretations ofthe fine distinctions ofJapanese clothing formality. 

The haori is usually black for men but may be either black or colored for women 

(Dalby, 1993; Yamanaka, 1982). The women's black haori is considered more formal 

than the colored one, which is chosen to harmonize with the color ofthe kimono (Dalby, 

1993; Yamanaka, 1982). 

There is a less formal version ofthe haori jacket called the hanten (Dalby, 1993; 

Marshall, 1988). The hanten was worn by the craftspeople, townspeople, and farmers as 

a functional jacket (Dalby, 1993; Marshall, 1988). The hanten may be styled exactly like 

the haori or may have a triangular sleeve which narrows sharply toward the wrist 

(Marshall, 1988). The hanten is made out of lower quality cloth ofcottons and other 

informal fibers (Dalby, 1993; Marshall, 1988). 

Ainu Clothing 

Although the dress ofmost ethnic minorities is not covered in this study, the dress 

of one distinctive minority population from Japan, the Ainu, is often seen in museum 

collections. The Ainu live on the northernmost Japanese islands and make kimono

shaped garments ofbirch bark, nettlecloth, or cotton with curvilinear applique in a 

contrast color at hems and sleeves. A few garments are made of fur or salmon skin. The 

sleeve style is also distinctive with a triangular silhouette, rather than square, the cloth 

being folded to narrow sharply to the wrist (Fairserveis, 1971; Ohnuki-Tierney, 1974; 

Yang & Narasin, 1989). 
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The Ainu kimono, called an attush (Batchelor, 1892), attus (Starr, 1904), or 

attushi (IGndaiti, 1941; Yang & Narasin, 1989) is similar in shape to the kimono ofthe 

majority Japanese population, being a rectangular cut garment with the left side wrapping 

over the right side in front (Dalby, 1993; Fairserveis, 1971). The majority ofthe Ainu 

garments are made from two basic materials; elm bark and nettle fibers (Batchelor, 1892, 

1971; Ohnuki-Tiemey, 1974; Starr, 1904). Nettlecloth garments were considered to be 

fmer than bark clothing (Batchelor, 1892, 1971; Kindaiti, 1941; Ohnuki-Tierney, 1974). 

Ohnuki-Tierney (1974) mentioned specific status connected with the nettlecloth garments 

ofthe Sakhalin Ainu. Elder men, who ranked highest in the community, wore nettle fiber 

clothing, while younger men and women, who were lower status, wore bark clothing. 

This restriction varied slightly according to the relative abundance ofbark and nettle 

available (Ohnuki-Tierney, 1974). Batchelor (1892, 1971) and Starr (1904) mentioned 

that the bark garments were very brittle when dry, which may explain why most ofthe 

surviving Ainu clothing is nettlecloth. 

All illustrated sources (Batchelor, 1892; Fairserveis, 1971; Kindaiti, 1941; 

Ohnuki-Tiemey, 1974; Starr, 1904; Yang & Narasin, 1989) show bark and nettlecloth 

garments which might be woven with thin contrasting stripes ofwhite, blue, or brown. 

The appliqued motifs, clustered at the attush hem, were made of imported Japanese 

cotton cloth in indigo, black, or white to contrast with the background color ofthe attush 

(Batchelor, 1892, 1971; Kindaiti, 1941; Starr, 1904). The native bark and nettlecloth 

materials were supplanted by Japanese cotton cloth in the twentieth century, when it 

became more available due to better transportation (Ohnuki-Tiemey, 1974). The Ainu 

style ofdecoration continued, although made in Japanese fabrics (Ohnuki-Tierney, 1974). 
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The Ainu attush were embellished with appliqued designs at hem, shoulders, and 

wrists and then further decorated with contrasting lines ofembroidery over the applique 

(Batchelor, 1892, 1971; Fairserveis, 1971; Yang & Narasin,1989). Yang and Narasin 

(1989) commented that the designs were placed at all the garment openings in the belief 

that this would prevent evil spirits from entering the wearer's body through their clothing. 

The embroidery thread was imported from other Japanese islands, and the embroidery 

was done in buttonhole, chain, couching, satin, and stem stitch techniques (Yang & 

Narasin, 1989). Traditional decorations of the attush reflected the wearer's gender, with 

specific patterns reserved for men or women (Starr, 1904) and tribal location, with 

patterns differing by district (Batchelor, 1892, 1971; Ohnuki-Tiemey, 1974). Having 

higher status in society, men's attush were more heavily decorated than women's, and 

men were allowed to use red in their garments (Ohnuki-Tiemey, 1974). 

The fabric applique used as the base ofthe design is applied in straight strips or 

built into square or rectangular forms with sharp comers, while the embroidery over the 

applique has more curving lines (Batchelor, 1892; Fairserveis, 1971). The hem 

embroidery is horizontally symmetrical but vertically irregular (Batchelor, 1892, 1971; 

Fairserveis, 1971; Kindaiti, 1941; Ohnuki-Tiemey, 1941; Starr, 1904; Yang & Narasin, 

1989). Yang and Narasin (1989) stated that the design symmetry was believed to protect 

all parts ofthe body equally. Starr (1904) stated that the hem designs are 

conventionalized bears' heads. Ohnuki Tierney (1974) said women made their own 

designs from standard basic units, and Batchelor (1892, 1971) said all the designs were 

worked from memory. Whether or not the designs represent animal forms, the sources 

cited above do seem to agree that there was some standardization ofthe design forms. 
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The Ainu attush persists as a distinctive garment ofthe Ainu population, but more 

standard Japanese kimono are also worn by the Ainu. Batchelor (1892, 1971) stated that 

the wealthier Ainu preferred Japanese dress, and Kindaiti (1941) commented that the 

traditional Ainu clothing was reserved at that time for ceremonial occasions, Japanese 

clothing being worn on an everyday basis. 

Chinese Clothing 

The clothing ofChina from the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries can be 

divided into several categories, as outlined in Vollmer (1983). The ruling class of 

Manchu, originally nomadic hunters and herders from Manchuria, located north ofChina, 

wore garments that derived their shape from animal hide clothing, while the 

agriculturally based majority Han Chinese population wore garments based on the shapes 

of loomed cloth. There were many variations ofdress within these broad categories, 

worn for ceremonial, formal, or informal occasions (pang, 1988; Vollmer, 1983; Wilson, 

1986). The garments covered in this study will be the dragon robes ofthe Imperial Court, 

other official and ceremonial garments, the less formal dress ofboth genders, the distinct 

dress styles worn by Han and Manchu women, and the cheongsam, a westernized 

woman's garment developed in the twentieth century. 

The most formal Chinese garment, the dragon robe, was worn by high ranking 

Manchu and Han Chinese men (Dickinson & Wriggleworth, 1990; Pang, 1988; Vollmer, 

1983; Wilson, 1986). Dragon robes were less often worn by Manchu women, as they did 

not hold office, but they were entitled to wear some rank symbols, such as the Mandarin 

Square, according to the rank oftheir male family members (Dickinson & 
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Wrigglesworth, 1990). Han Chinese women, with their bound feet, did not participate in 

ceremonies outside the home, so did not wear Manchu style garments ofrank (Dickinson 

& Wrigglesworth, 1990; Vollmer, 1983). However, Han Chinese women did w~ar a 

version ofthe previous Ming Dynasty Court styles with dragon motifs in official portraits 

ifthey were ofhigh rank (Wilson, 1986). A sleeveless overvest (often red, the Imperial 

color ofthe Ming Dynasty) with a fringed hem which could display the rank square of 

their male relatives on chest and back was worn over the dragon robe (Garrett, 1994; 

Vollmer, 1983; Wilson, 1986). This garment was a holdover from Court styles ofthe 

Ming Dynasty (Garrett, 1994). 

The official clothing ofthe Ch'ing Dynasty Manchu Court was highly regulated, 

so that the social rank ofall the participants in Court activities was immediately apparent 

by looking at their clothing (Dickinson & Wrigglesworth, 1990; Vollmer, 1977). These 

regulations restricted certain colors and motifs, such as the color yellow and the five 

clawed dragon, to use by the Imperial family, with similar restrictions throughout the 

social scale (Dickinson & Wrigglesworth, 1990; Vollmer, 1983). There were distinct 

types ofgarments prescribed for each type ofoccasion and also according to the seasons 

ofthe year (Dickinson & Wrigglesworth, 1990; Vollmer, 1983). These regulations make 

it easier for a modem clothing researcher to classify official Manchu clothing, since 

deviations from the officially prescribed styles were minor (Vollmer, 1977, 1983). The 

majority ofthese regulations dealt with men's clothes, since they participated in the 

public life ofthe court. There were regulations for some aristocratic women's clothes, 

but on the whole, they were exempted from strict regulations, since their life was mostly 

conducted in the private quarters ofthe Imperial palace (Der Ling, 1911; Wilson, 1986). 
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Men's official clothing. There were three major styles ofmen's Manchu styled 

robes; the chao-fu, which was worn for the most formal ceremonial and ritual occasions; 

the chi-fu, which was worn for most semi-formal Court functions, such as public 

audiences, and is the garment most commonly referred to as a "dragon robe"; and the 

chang-fu, which was worn for informal or private occasions (Camman, 1952; Dickinson 

& Wrigglesworth, 1990; Fernald, 1946; Vollmer, 1983; Wilson, 1986). Since the 

wearing ofthe chao-fu was restricted to very high ranking members ofthe Imperial 

Court, there are relatively few surviving chao-fu in museum collections compared to chi

fU and chang-fu. Therefore, this study concentrates on the two less formal, but more 

common styles ofmen's robes (Chambers, Rawlings, & Ritchie, 1981; Dickinson & 

Wrigglesworth, 1990; Vollmer, 1983). 

Vollmer (1977) conjectured the development ofthe Manchu Court chao-fu ofthe 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries as being a combination ofa three garment ensemble 

originally worn by the nomadic Manchurian tribesmen. However, Dickinson and 

Wrigglesworth (1990) suggested that the chao-fu was derived from Ming Court robes, 

based on its similarity in style to Ming tomb finds and the fact that it had no vertical 

''riding slits" in the hem, which were included in other Manchu Court styles. This 

ensemble consisted ofa hip length jacket with long tapering sleeves ending in flared 

horsehoof cuffs and a crossover front; a short sleeved crossover fronted jacket ofthe 

same length, and a paired front and back apron pleated onto a waistband (Dickinson & 

Wrigglesworth, 1990; Vollmer, 1977). By the nineteenth century, the formal court chao

fu had become a single garment, with the aprons pleated onto the bottom ofthe long 

sleeved jacket, with the remnant ofthe short sleeved jacket indicated by a contrasting 
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sleeve inset (Dickinson and Wrigglesworth, 1990; Vollmer, 1977). A small, square tab at 

the right side ofthe front apron, called a ren, is thought to be a remnant ofan earlier 

fastening from the period when the apron was a separate garment, a vestigial scabbard 

slide, or a non-functional ornament (Dickinson and Wriggleworth, 1990; Vollmer, 1977). 

Dickinson and Wrigglesworth (1990) and Vollmer (1977) stated that the chao-fu is a rare 

garment in museum collections because it was used as the burial garment for high 

ranking Manchu. 

The forms ofthe chi-fu and chang-fu derive from the original hide garments ofthe 

nomadic Manchu. They are trapezoidal in shape, tight at the chest, flaring toward the 

hem, and have long, tight sleeves ending in a flared "horsehoof' cuff and a front 

crossover panel that fastens on the right side ofthe chest (Dickinson & Wrigglesworth, 

1990; Pang, 1988; Vollmer, 1983). Vollmer (1983) distinguished the chi-fu style, which 

was regulated by government edict, from the unregulated chang-fu style by the sleeve 

fabrics. The chi-fu sleeves have a middle section ofa different fabric than the fabric of 

the robe and cuffs. Usually the middle section is a plain silk, sometimes with applied gold 

stripes. In contrast, the chang-fu sleeves, although they may be constructed in sections, 

are all ofthe same fabric as the body ofthe robe (Vollmer, 1983). Dickinson and 

Wriggleworth (1990) commented that the chi-fu is the most common kind ofofficial 

Ch'ing dynasty robe found in collections outside ofAsia. 

The chi-fu, or dragon robe, had a specific and symbolic form ofdecorative motifs. 

The dragon was the most important motifon the chi-fu, but its number, types, size, and 

arrangement varied with time and rank (Camman, 1952; Dickinson & Wrigglesworth, 

1990; Fernald, 1946; Vollmer, 1983; Wilson 1986). The arrangement which used nine 
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dragons is one ofthe most common found in museum collections and exhibition catalogs 

(Chambers, Rawlings & Ritchie, 1981; Dickinson & Wrigglesworth, 1990; Pang, 1988; 

Thorpe, 1988; Vollmer, 1977, 1980, 1983; Wilson, 1986). This arrangement included 

full face dragons on the chest, back, and shoulders with two profile faced dragons on the 

fronts and backs ofthe lower section and one profile faced dragon hidden beneath the 

flap on the right side ofthe front (Camman, 1952; Fernald, 1946; Pang, 1988; Vollmer, 

1980, 1983). Dragons were considered by the Chinese to be highly intelligent, beneficent 

creatures and were used to symbolically represent the Emperor (Fernald, 1946). 

In dragon robes worn by the Imperial family, the dragons would have five claws 

on each foot, in robes for non-royal wearers, the dragons would have four or less claws 

(Dickinson & Wrigglesworth, 1990, Westphal, 1979). The numbers nine and five were 

deliberately chosen for their auspicious characteristics (Camman, 1952; Fernald, 1946; 

Vollmer, 1983; Xun & Chunming, 1984). The number nine was considered a "yang" or 

male number (Camman, 1952), connected with man in ancient Taoist philosophy 

(Vollmer, 1983). The number five was also a "yang" number but one oflesser 

significance (Camman, 1952), and the design of the dragons on the chi-fu mixed the two 

auspicious numbers, since only five ofthe nine dragons were visible when the robe was 

viewed from either front or back (Vollmer, 1977, 1980, 1983; Xun & Chunming, 1984). 

The dragon motifs are usually depicted with a pearl or flaming jewel near their 

face or front claws. Fernald (1946) and Capon (1968) agree that the original meaning of 

this jewel motifhas been lost but speculate that it could represent the "pearl ofwisdom" 

or the sun or moon connected with a celestial dragon constellation. 
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The overall arrangement ofthe dragons and other motifs on the dragon robe is 

described by Vollmer (1977, 1983) as a schematic diagram ofthe universe. The bottom 

border ofthe dragon robe has a series ofdiagonal bands which represent water (Camman, 

1952; Fernald, 1946; Vollmer, 1983). Above the wave motifs, at the center and comers 

ofthe robe, stand obelisk shaped formations representing rocks or mountains (Camman, 

1952; Fernald, 1946; Vollmer, 1983). Above these motifs is the "sky", filled with 

dragons and cloud motifs (Camman, 1952; Capon, 1968; Fernald, 1946; Vollmer, 1983). 

Vollmer (1980, 1983) commented that the symbology is complete when the robe is worn, 

because then the wearer becomes the center or axis ofthe universe depicted on the robe. 

Incidental motifs found on the dragon robes are usually small designs 

representing the Eight Buddhist Symbols (Canopy, Lotus, State Umbrella, Sacred Vase, 

Wheel ofLaw, Conch Shell, Double Fish, and Endless Knot), the Eight Taoist Immortals 

(Sword, Lotus Pod, Flute, Bamboo Tube, Fan, Castanets, Basket ofpeaches or flowers, 

and Crutch and Gourd), and the Eight Precious Things (pearl, Rhinoceros Horn, Circular 

gold ornaments, Coral branch, Ingot, Rectangular gold ornaments, Ju-i Scepter, and 

Double roll ofTribute silk or double scrolls) (pang, 1988; Vollmer, 1980). These are 

often found scattered in the wave or sky sections of the dragon robe (Pang, 1988; 

Vollmer, 1980; Westphal, 1979). 

The chang-fu could be made ofpattemed or plain silks (Vollmer, 1983). Vollmer 

(1983) described the chang-fu as meaning literally "ordinary coat", used for the least 

formal official occasions, such as private audiences, travel, or attending entertainment. 

The cut ofthe chang-fu is identical to the cut ofthe chi-fu (Vollmer, 1977, 1983). 

Depending on the choice of fabric and decoration, the chang-fu could be worn for formal 
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or informal occasions (Vollmer, 1977). A sleeveless, waist length vest ofeither plain or 

brocaded silk could be worn over the informal chang-fu (Vollmer, 1983; Wilson, 1986). 

Women's official clothing. Dragon robes could also be worn by very high 

ranking Manchu women (Der Ling, 1911; Wilson, 1986). The women's robe, equivalent 

in formality to the chao-fu, had distinctive shoulder flanges and a separate, flaring collar 

(Dickinson & Wrigglesworth, 1990; Pang, 1988; Vollmer, 1983). Dickinson and 

Wrigglesworth (1990) commented that women's formal court robes are rarer than men's, 

possibly because women had fewer occasions that required the wearing offull court 

dress. Dickinson and Wrigglesworth (1990) described the Manchu women's chao-fu as 

being an ensemble consisting ofthe long gown with horsehoof cuffs on the sleeves, a 

long sleeveless vest, 8¥d a shoulder collar with flaring ''wings'' extending to either side of 

the shoulders. Vollmer (1977) stated that the women's chao-fu is an evolution ofthe 

long sleeved gown with a separate sleeveless vest worn over it. Applied decoration 

representing the original armholes ofthe over-vest and sewn-on flanges are the remnants 

ofthe vest and flared collar (Vollmer, 1977). The clothing examples cited in Dickinson 

and Wrigglesworth (1990) tend to be from somewhat earlier periods than those in 

Vollmer (1977, 1983) and use evidence from portraits as well as existing garments, so the 

evolution described by Vollmer (1977, 1983) may be more representative ofexisting 

garments ofthis type in museum collections. 

The chi-fu style dragon robes worn by the Empress, Empress Dowagers, and 

other high ranking women ofthe Imperial family and the Manchu Court were almost 

identical in cut and decoration to the men's chi-fu (Wilson, 1986; Vollmer, 1983). A less 

formal version ofwomen's dragon robes had the dragons enclosed in roundels ofcloud 
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motifs, on a plain silk background above the wave and mountain border, or other 

variations on the standardized design (Dickinson & Wrigglesworth, 1990; Pang, 1988; 

Vollmer, 1983; Wilson, 1986). 

Other official clothing. Another form of formal insignia and a rank indicator used 

on official Manchu clothing was the pu-zi or Mandarin Square. This square insignia, 

placed on the center front and center back chest ofthe robe, indicated the wearer's rank 

by the type ofanimal depicted on it (Dickinson & Wrigglesworth, 1990; Vollmer, 1983). 

Dragon insignia were for nobles, birds indicated civil officials, and clawed or hoofed 

animals indicated military officials (Dickinson & Wrigglesworth, 1990; Pang, 1988; 

Westphal, 1979; Vollmer, 1983). Dickinson and Wrigglesworth (1990) commented that 

in Chinese symbology, birds were a symbol ofliterary achievement, so were appropriate 

for educated civil officials, while the hoofed animals symbolized fierceness and courage, 

appropriate for military officers. Each ofthe civil and military ranks had nine grades, 

with a specific animal motif for each grade (Dickinson & Wrigglesworth, 1990; Vollmer, 

1983). Dickinson and Wrigglesworth (1990) stated that more civil badges survive than 

military ones, possibly because ofthe greater number ofcivil officials in Ch'ing dynasty 

China. Some Mandarin Squares were constructed with the central animal appliqued to 

the background so it could be easily changed as the wearer changed status. On others, the 

animal motifs were embroidered directly on the square and were not interchangeable 

(Westphal, 1979; Wilson, 1986). Most ofthese insignia appear on male robes, but 

Manchu and Han women were entitled to wear the rank insignia ofmale relatives such as 

husbands or fathers (Dickinson & Wrigglesworth, 1990; Wilson, 1986). 
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Men's unofficial clothing. Vollmer (1983) commented that relatively few 

examples ofmen's unofficial clothing are found in museum collections, possibly because 

their plain appearance did not attract collectors. Xun and Chunming (1984) described 

men's unofficial clothing ofthe late Ch'ing Dynasty as a long robe closing on the right, 

with a waist length sleeveless or long-sleeved jacket worn over it. The jackets could be 

either center front or right side closing (Xun & Chunming, 1984). When the robe and 

jacket were brocade, this outfit could be worn on unofficial formal occasions (Xun & 

Chunming, 1984). 

Manchu and Han Chinese women's unofficial clothing. According to Wilson 

(1986) and Steele and Major (1999) the unofficial clothing ofManchu and Han Chinese 

women in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries were distinct from each other, although 

they borrowed style elements from each other. Steele and Major (1999) commented that 

ethnic differences in style between Manchu and Han women disappeared fairly rapidly 

after the 1911 Revolution. Steele and Major (1999) suggested that looking at a woman's 

feet in a photograph or portrait can determine whether she was ofManchu or Han origin, 

since the Han women bound their feet, while the Manchu did not. Since the unofficial 

gowns were worn in an unregulated setting, there are many variations in style, both in 

Manchu and Han clothing, but both ofthem show a similarity in color choices and 

decorative motifs (Wilson, 1986). 

The clothing ofboth Manchu and Han Chinese women was more varied in color 

and decoration than that ofthe men (pang, 1988; Vollmer, 1983; Wilson, 1986). 

Women's clothing was often heavily embroidered with motifs offlowers, birds, 

butterflies, or children and might have several contrasting colored borders, which could 
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also be embroidered in a complementary or contrasting motif to the body ofthe gown 

(Vollmer, 1977, 1983; Wilson, 1986). 

Manchu women in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries generally wore a 

full length gown (ofa similar cut as the men's chi-fu) called a qi-pao or "banner robe", 

but with wider sleeves sometimes ending in a version ofthe horsehoof cuff, a style which 

became popular in the late nineteenth century (Chambers, Rawlings, & Ritchie, 1981; 

Dickinson & Wriggleworth, 1990; Steele and Major, 1999; Wilson 1986; Vollmer, 1983). 

Steele and Major (1999) and Wilson (1986) stated that the name qi-pao came from the 

word qi, which meant "banner" and was another term for the Manchu tribal divisions, and 

pao, which meant ''robe''. 

Photographs ofManchu women's gowns in museum collections show that a wide 

range ofcolors were worn and that the garments could be relatively plain or heavily 

embroidered (Chambers, Rawlings, & Ritchie, 1981; Pang, 1988; Vollmer, 1983; Wilson, 

1986). Vollmer (1977) mentioned that Chinese aesthetic principles which associated 

certain colors and motifs with specific seasons influenced the appearance ofwomen's 

clothes. 

Over the basic robe, a Manchu woman might wear a variety ofsleeveless vests 

(pang, 1988; Vollmer, 1977, 1983; Wilson, 1986). These vests could be waist length or 

almost the length ofthe robe (pang, 1988; Wilson, 1986; Vollmer, 1983; Xun & 

Chunming, 1984). Like the gowns beneath them, they could be heavily embellished with 

borders and embroidery or fairly plain (Pang, 1988; Wilson, 1986; Vollmer, 1983). The 

vest color usually contrasted with the gown rather than matched it (Xun & Chunming, 

1984). The vests could close either in center front or on the right side (Vollmer, 1983; 
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Wilson, 1986). The Manchu women could also wear a short or long sleeved waist length 

jacket with a front or side closing, in similar colors, fabrics, and decorations as the 

sleeveless vest (pang, 1988; Vollmer, 1977, 1983; Wilson, 1986). 

Han Chinese women's clothing differs from the Manchu in several ways. The 

robe was generally shorter, about calf or thigh length, and was worn over a pleated skirt 

and trousers or leggings (Vollmer, 1983; Wilson, 1986). The Han Chinese robe could 

fasten either on the right side like the Manchu robe or have a center front fastening 

(Vollmer, 1983; Wilson, 1986). The sleeves ofthe Han Chinese women's robe were most 

often wide and straight, without the horsehoof shaped cuff found in the Manchu women's 

clothing (Vollmer, 1983). The colors ofthe robe and skirt were usually contrasting, 

rather than matching (Wilson, 1986). The fabrics and decorations were similar to those 

ofManchu women: plain, damask, or embroidered silks (Vollmer, 1983; Wilson, 1986). 

One element which was distinctive to the Han Chinese gowns was a four lobed collar 

applique with rounded ends (Vollmer, 1983). The collar lobes were arranged to fall at 

the center front, center back, and the shoulders ofthe gown and were derived from the 

design ofthe traditional Han woman's wedding collar, which was a separate dress 

accessory (Vollmer, 1983). 

After the 1911 Revolution, a modified women's style developed which included a 

high-collared thigh or knee length jacket or tunic worn over a gathered or pleated skirt 

(Steele & Major, 1999; Xun & Chunming, 1984). Unmarried women might wear the 

jacket with trousers instead ofthe skirt (Steele & Major, 1999). The jacket might be 

plain or embroidered satin, with an almost semi-circular curved hem (Xun & Chunming, 

1984). The most popular skirt color was black satin, although other colors were also 
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worn (Xun & Chunming, 1984). This ensemble was popular through the 1910s and 

1920s, when it was gradually replaced by the cheongsam (Steele & Major, 1999; Xun & 

Chunming,1984). 

The Cheong-sam. A post Imperial women's garment which combines elements of 

both Asian and Western dress is the cheong-sam (Wilson, 1986) or cheung-sam (Steele & 

Major,1999). The cheong-sam, which developed from the Manchu woman's qi-pao, is a 

fitted gown with side slits, a high collar, and short, set in, Western style sleeves or no 

sleeves (Steele & Major, 1999). As an alternate theory ofthe cheongsam's origin, Steele 

and Major (1999) suggested that it could have evolved from men's long robes, a long 

sleeveless vest, or have been a combination ofseveral garments. Steele and Major (1999) 

dated the origin ofthe cheongsam to the end ofthe Ch'ing Dynasty but commented that it 

wasn't popularized and widely worn by most women until the 1920s. Steele and Major 

(1999) and Xun and Chunming (1984) used the terms qi-pao and cheongsam 

interchangeably from its origin to the 1930s, by which time the cheongsam had evolved 

into a distinctly different style from the original qi-pao. 

The qi-pao or cheongsam was originally worn by upper class women and was a 

long gown with loose, wide sleeves (Steele & Major, 1999). As it evolved, the 

cheongsam was influenced by Western fashions, mirroring their hemline fluctuations 

through the 1920s and 1930s and altering the sleeves to short, cap, or sleeveless styles 

(Steele & Major, 1999; Xun & Chunming, 1984). When figure-fitting bias clothes 

became fashionable for Western women in the 1930s, the cheong sam developed its 

characteristic style ofa tightly form-fitting body, side slits in the skirt, and a high stand

up collar (Steele & Major, 1999, Xun & Chunming, 1984). The high, close fitting collar 
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is considered to be a distinctive element ofthe cheong sam (Wilson, 1986). The 

cheongsam was widely worn in China from the 1930s through to the 1950s (Steele & 

Major, 1999). 

Wilson (1986) described the cheongsam as a dress in the Western sense ofthe 

word, since it was meant to be worn as a solo garment, rather than as part ofthe 

traditional ensemble oflayered skirts and gowns. Xun and Chunming (1984) attributed 

the cheongsam 's popularity to its ability to be worn alone. This made it a more 

economical style than the layers of separate garments required in previous fashions and, 

because it was worn alone, it revealed the newly fashionable female curves (Xun & 

Chunming, 1984). This style was especially associated with Hong Kong Chinese, since 

the Communist government ofmainland China imposed clothing regulations after they 

cameto power in the late 1940s. Communist clothing regulations did not permit wearing 

the cheongsam, and it fell out ofuse there until recent decades (Steele & Major, 1999). 

Korean Clothing 

The general term for both men's and women's clothing is hanbok, which literally 

means "Korean clothing" (park, Warner, & Fitzgerald, 1993) or "dress ofour (Han) race" 

(Geum & DeLong, 1992). Men and women wear different forms of hanbok (Fairserveis, 

1971; University of Hawaii, 1989). The forms of traditional Korean clothing have been 

influenced by the styles of the Tang Dynasty of China (618-906 AD) and the Mongolian 

styles ofKublai Khan (1260-1279 AD) (University ofHawaii, 1989). According to Yang 

(1997), the Korean Yi Dynasty (1392-1912 AD) established a strict clothing etiquette 

similar to that of the Chinese Court. Specific clothing styles, colors, and garment lengths 
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were used to readily distinguish a person's social status, gender, and age (Yang, 1997). 

The primary color for hanbok was white, which was traditionally worn for 

mourning deaths in the royal family and became everyday wear for the general 

population since required mourning happened very frequently (Fairserveis, 1971; Lee, 

1989). The color of Korean clothing is related to the age of the wearer, with brighter 

colors being reserved for children and younger, unmarried aduhs, while paler colors were 

used for adult clothing (Fairserveis, 1971). During the Yi Dynasty the colors yellow, red, 

green, blues, and black were reserved for the upper class, while commoners wore neutral 

or earth colors (Yang, 1997). 

The traditional fabric for the commoner's clothing was cotton or hemp; upper 

classes wore plain or brocaded silk, cotton, hemp, or ramie (Lee, 1989; University of 

Hawaii, 1989; Yang, 1997). In modem times linen or cotton is worn for everyday wear, 

silk or silk-like synthetics for formal or ceremonial wear (Geum & DeLong, 1992). 

Korean women's clothing. Women's clothing includes two major pieces. The top 

garment is a midriff level blouse called the jugori (park, Warner, & Fitzgerald, 1993), 

chogori (Lee, 1989; University ofHawaii, 1989),jughori (yang, 1997), or chogore 

(Geum & DeLong, 1992) which has a crossover front to the right. The neckline may be 

accented with a matching or contrasting collar strip called the git set into it and may have 

a long, decorative tie ofcontrasting ribbon, called the gorum or goreum (Lee, 1989; Park, 

1993; Tilke, 1990; University ofHawaii, 1989; Yang, 1997). 

The lower garment is a wraparound skirt called the chima (Park, Warner, & 

Fitzgerald,1993). This skirt is formed ofthree rectangular pieces of material, which are 

pleated or gathered into a thin band at the top (Geum & DeLong, 1992; University of 
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Hawaii, 1989; Yang, 1997). It is worn wrapped around the body at breast level, tied by 

an extension ofthe top band, with the overlap on the wearer's left side (Geum & Delong, 

1992; Yang, 1997). Less formal skirts called tong chima, which do not wrap around but 

are constructed as a closed tube, are attached to a tiny sleeveless bodice, which does not 

show underneath thejugori (Park, Warner, & Fitzgerald, 1993; Yang, 1997). 

Women's undergarments include a sok chima underskirt, sokpaji trousers and a 

sokjucksam, which was originally a summer outer top (University ofHawaii, 1989; 

Yang, 1997). Until the 1920s, when the fashion silhouette was streamlined, women wore 

many layers ofpetticoats beneath their chima (Yang, 1997). 

Women's outer garments include several forms ofvests and jackets. A short, fur 

lined brocade vest called a baeja can be worn over the jugori in winter (Yang, 1997). A 

short, center closing jacket with long sleeves and a v-neckline called a magoja was 

adapted from a man's garment ofthe same name (Yang, 1997). A woman's version of 

the long torumagi coat is worn over the jugori and chima ensemble. The fabric is 

adapted to suit the weather, padded silks worn in winter, lined cotton in spring and fall, 

and lightweight gauze in summer (Yang, 1997). 

Color combinations for different social classes ofwomen were set in the Yi 

Dynasty. Married upper class women wore a yellow top with a dark blue skirt, 

unmarried young women wore a yellow top with a red skirt, newly married women wore 

a green top with a red skirt; these color traditions persist to the present day (Yang, 1997). 

Upper class women were allowed more color on their clothing than commoners and some 

nineteenth century jugori have contrasting sections set in at the collar, underarms, and 

sleeve ends (Yang, 1997). 
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Korean men's clothing. Men's hanbok includes a full sleevedjugori and wide 

trousers called paji (Lee, 1989) or baji (University ofHawai~ 1989; Yang, 1997) tied at 

the waist and tied with fabric strips at the ankle and may be worn tucked into boots 

(Fairserveis, 1971; Lee, 1989). Men'sjugori are longer than women's with a wider 

neckband and plain tie (Geum & DeLong, 1992; TiIke, 1990). Thejucksam, a 

lightweight sleeved summer jacket in linen, ramie or gauze, was worn as a shirt until the 

1920s, when it was replaced by Western style men's shirts (Yang, 1997). Men wear a 

sleeveless vest with three pockets derived from Western man's clothing called a chokki or 

jokki over theirjugori (University ofHawai~ 1989; Yang, 1997). 

Men wear a variety ofovergarments, including a waist length jacket called a 

magoja and a long coat called a torumagi (University ofHawaii, 1989) or a durumagi 

(Yang, 1997). The magoja is based on a Manchurian jacket and was introduced to 

Korea in 1887. Originally solely a man's garment, it was eventually adopted by women 

(Yang, 1997). The torumagi is a long, full sleeved coat made ofvarious materials 

according to the season, also adapted for women's wear (Yang, 1997). 

Clothing in the Himalayan Regions ofTibet and northern Nepal 

The clothing found in Tibet and the northern Nepali regions ofSherpa and Dolpo

Pa in the Himalayan mountains developed from a mix ofnative Himalayan, Indian, and 

Chinese styles. The clothing ofboth Tibet and northern Nepal will be considered 

together in this study, since the styles are very similar. The clothing ofSikkim is also 

similar to the styles ofTibet and northern Nepal but will not be considered in this study, 

since Sikkim is part ofIndia and is outside the study area (University ofHawai~ 1989). 
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The chuba (Dunsmore, 1993; Newark Museum, 1961; Reynolds, 1978), chupa 

(Dunsmore, 1993; Fairserveis, 1971) or quiba (Xu, 1988), is the basic wraparound 

garment for Tibetan and northern Nepali men and women. It is aT-shaped garment with 

a wrap front that laps the left side over the right (Dunsmore, 1993; Newark Museum, 

1961; Xu, 1988). Men's chuba's are long sleeved. Women's are long sleeved or 

sleeveless, depending on climate, season, or regional style (Dunsmore, 1993; Newark 

Museum, 1961; Xu, 1988). It is easier to distinguish men's and women's long sleeved 

chubas in urban areas where there is a greater variety of fabric choice, and women may 

use fabric with motifs such as Chinese florals and Indian paisleys. In rural areas the 

majority ofmen's and women's chubas are made from local leather and wool products. 

The long sleeved chuba may have sleeves much longer than the human arm, so the hands 

are protected from the cold (Newark Museum, 1961; Xu, 1988). Both sexes wore the 

chuba with the left side lapped over the right, with excess fabric folded toward the back, 

belted tightly with a cloth sash wrapped several times around the waist, then bloused over 

the belt to form a carrying pouch for their purses, handkerchiefs, bowls, or other daily 

necessities (Dunsmore, 1993; Newark Museum, 1961; Reynolds, 1978; Xu, 1988). 

Tibetan clothing differentiated between the styles worn by city dwellers and rural 

nomads (Fairserveis, 1971; Reynolds, 1978). According to the catalogue ofthe Tibetan 

Collection ofthe Newark Museum (1961): 

The cut ofthe chuba, its material, trimming and the manner ofwearing vary 
in different parts ofthe Snowy Land, and among different tribes and classes 
ofsociety, depending on local customs, and also, in Lhasa-controlled Tibet, 
on the sumptuary laws which regulate materials, colors, and patterns worn 
by each class ofTibetans for each season. (p. 27) 
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Historically, the styles ofthe city dwellers have been influenced by trade with 

China and India, while the rural clothing retains a more indigenous style (Daniels, 1989; 

Newark Museum, 1961; Xu, 1988). The clothing ofthe urban populations tends to be 

made using finer fabrics, either woven native Tibetan wool fabric, called pu/u, in several 

grades or imported silks and cottons from China and India. The nomadic clothing tends 

to be made ofleather, fur, and wool feh (Daniels, 1989; Ekvall, 1964; Newark Museum, 

1961; Reynolds, 1978; Xu, 1988). 

The chuba traditionally worn by the nomadic rural population is a sheepskin 

chuba with the fleece inside and extra-long sleeves (Daniels, 1989; Ekvall, 1964; Newark 

Museum, 1961; Reynolds, 1978; Xu, 1988). Ekvall (1964) stated that these sheepskin 

chubas take eight sheepskins to make and weigh about 30 pounds. Sometimes the 

nomadic chuba may be made ofwool (for summer wear) or from imported Chinese 

fabrics, lined with fur or stuffed with batting for warmth (Ekvall, 1964; Newark Museum, 

1961). Nomadic women wear the chuba long, while men wear theirs hiked up to calfor 

knee length for greater freedom ofmovement. Sometimes men wear the chuba with the 

right arm and shoulder out ofthe chuba, with the empty right sleeve hanging down the 

back (Ekvall, 1964; Newark Museum, 1961; Xu, 1988). When the chuba is worn offthe 

shoulder this way, a waist length shirt or jacket of imported fabric may be worn beneath 

it (Ekvall, 1964; Newark Museum, 1961; Xu, 1988). 

Tibetan and northern Nepali men's clothing. The primary men's garment, the 

chuba, has been discussed above. In addition to the chuba men wear shirts and jackets. 

The traditional Tibetan men's shirt had a crossover front with a square front panel 

extending to the right shoulder (Xu, 1988). Tibetan and Nepali men's jackets are similar 
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in style to the shirts but are made ofheavier cotton and wool fabrics (Dunsmore, 1993; 

Newark Museum, 1961; Xu, 1988). Nepali men wear a combination shirt/jacket, rather 

than a separate, lighter shirt and heavier jacket (Dunsmore, 1993). 

The urban Tibetan men traditionally wore a floor length, long sleeved chuba, fine 

silk if they could afford it or in various grades ofwool (Fairserveis, 1971; Newark 

Museum, 1961; Reynolds, 1978). Like the Manchu Court in China, there was a set of 

clothing restrictions by social class and official position in the Tibetan capitol, Lhasa 

(Newark Museum, 1961). Male government officials wore chuba which were regulated 

by color, style, and formality (Newark Museum, 1961; Reynolds, 1978; Xu, 1988). The 

regulations included various grades ofyellows for different ranks and chuba variations 

based on the Manchu chao-fu and chi-fu (Newark Museum, 1961; Xu, 1988). 

Tibetan and northern Nepali women's clothing. Urban Tibetan women 

sometimes wore sleeveless chubas (Daniels, 1989; Newark Museum, 1961; Xu, 1988). 

Xu (1988) gave the names ofthe sleeveless and long-sleeved chubas as quibapuyu and 

quibapumei respectively. Taring (1970) described some ofthe seasonal changes in urban 

Tibetan women's wardrobes in the 1920s as including sleeveless chuba of lightweight 

fabric in summer, padded wool tweed or wool serge chuba in spring and fall and the 

padded chuba with a long-sleeved blouse or a fur-lined chuba in winter. The favored 

color for the chuba was a dark reddish purple or plum color (Newark Museum, 1961; 

Tucci, 1967). The traditional Nepali Sherpa woman's angi, a garment virtually identical 

to the chuba, was made ofhand-woven wool, replaced by imported fabric in recent 

decades (Dunsmore, 1993). 
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The women's shirt was open at center front, with a wide foldover collar and extra

long sleeves which are often worn rolled back above the wrists (Shen & Liu, J952; Xu, 

1988). The shirts were brightly colored, with pink and green being the most popular 

colors (Shen & Liu, 1952; Taring, 1970). The northern Nepali women's shirts were 

similar to Tibetan styles (Dunsmore, 1993). 

Over the chuba, Tibetan and Nepali women sometimes wore an apron ofstriped 

or plain wool (Dunsmore, 1993; Newark Museum, 1961; Taring, 1970; Xu, 1988). The 

striped aprons were made ofthree widths ofwool fabric, with the striped pattern on the 

edge strips turned upside down in relation to the stripes on the center strip (Dunsmore, 

1993; Newark Museum, 1961; Xu, 1988). Sometimes the apron had a triangle ofbrocade 

placed at both upper comers (Newark Museum, 1961; Xu, 1988). The striped aprons are 

more often seen in urban Tibetan dress than in rural areas (Newark Museum, 1961; Xu, 

1988). 

A primary overgarment for Tibetan and northern Nepali women is the "panel 

coat." This is a long sleeveless vest with squared shoulders and is often constructed of 

alternating vertical strips of striped wool and silk brocade (Dunsmore, 1993; Tilke, 1990, 

Xu, 1988). There are many regional names for the panel coat (Xu, 1988). The Nepalese 

Sherpa call it sikok, and it is worn by Sherpa women as part oftheir ceremonial dress 

(Dunsmore, 1993). Dunsmore (1993) stated that the Sherpa claim the garment originated 

in Tibet but had been worn by Sherpa women since at least the 1890s, originally closed 

with a metal belt but now worn unbelted. 
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Summary 

The garments ofJapan, the Ainu, China, Korea, Tibet, and northern Nepal are 

distinct to each country, ethnic group, or region but share several common factors. The 

common form ofthe clothing ofthese countries is aT-shaped garment with square 

shoulders and a relatively straight body section, which makes economical use ofcloth 

rather than the elaborate, form-fitting tailoring with set-in sleeves found in Euro-

American garments during the same time period ofthe nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries (Arnold, 1977). The clothing has only two types ofclosures, either overlapping 

to the right, or closing in the center front, held by either a cloth tie or a button, unlike 

Euro-American dress which sometimes included front, back, and side closures in the 

same garment, held by a variety ofsnaps, hooks, and buttons. The exception to this 

generalized rule is the cheong-sam, which deliberately mixed elements ofEuro-American 

fashion with traditional Chinese styles. The distinctive elements ofeach country, within 

the generalized garment form, are the details ofthe shape ofthe neckline and sleeves, the 

choice and placement ofdecorative motifs, the use of fabrics and colors, and the cultural 

etiquette for wearing each type ofclothing. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHOD 

There is no existing classification system for differentiating the clothing ofChina, 

Japan, Korea, Tibet, and northern Nepal. Such a classification system would be useable 

for museum collections, especially those which may not have staff members with 

specialized knowledge ofAsian dress. The results ofthis research will be a decision tree 

system for the identification ofAsian garments from the above countries, for use in small 

museums. Decision tree systems for dating and differentiating different forms of 

European dress exist, as do similar systems to deal with Asian dress within a single 

country. The purpose ofthis research is to develop a multi-cultural decision tree system 

for identifying Asian dress. 

Decision Tree Development 

The decision tree system was chosen for this project because it enables the user to 

concentrate on one garment feature, such as a sleeve, neckline, or decorative motifat a 

time and requires no specialized clothing knowledge on the part ofthe user. It was 

decided to include the country oforigin, ethnic group or region oforigin (Japan, China, 

Korea, Tibet and northern Nepal), and the garment's age (restricted to the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries) and usage (formal, seasonal, gender specific, etc.) in the decision 
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tree. Asian garments from each country as photographed in print sources and as seen by 

the researcher in various museum collections were studied and compared. Upon 

examinatio~ the neckline and sleeve styles appeared to be the most obvious 

distinguishing features for determining country oforigin. Neckline styles ofeach 

country's garments have a different style ofcrossover front closure. Thus the primary 

criteria for distinguishing the garment's country oforigin was the front closure, a large, 

easily distinguished, distinct, and consistent feature, along with the neckline styles which 

were distinct and consistent for each country. See Appendix 1. 

After determining the country oforigin, based on the front closure, a second 

decision tree level with factors specific to each country was developed. The next major 

garment feature in this decision tree is the sleeves. Sleeve styles differ within the 

countries considered based on age, gender, or ethnic origin. For most commonly used 

traditional garments, consideration ofthe neckline and sleeve style identified the garment 

as to country oforigin and gender or usage as appropriate to that garment. 

Several secondary elements were considered next to further identifY the garment. 

These included decorative motifs, garment length, fabric and color. These secondary 

factors might be used to further confirm a gender or age determination or indicate other 

use factors, such as the season in which the garment would have been worn, or the 

garment's level of formality. More specific identification was not attempted in this 

decision tree system, but an extensive annotated bibliography is included with each 

country oforigin section so the user can find more detailed information ifthey wish. 

For the primary elements ofsleeve and neckline features, line drawings were used 

to focus users' attention on the specific details which were the primary identification 
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factors for determining country oforigin. For secondary elements, photographs ofextant 

garments were used along with line drawings to provide more information about the 

complete garment, rather than concentrating on the individual features used initially to 

determine country oforigin. 

Reliability 

The level ofreliability expected for the test in this study was determined by 

looking at the results ofthe Buro-American decision tree systems described in the review 

of literature. An accuracy level of75 to 80 percent correct answers by the sample of 

participants was an acceptable percentage to the Buro-American decision tree 

researchers. Therefore, for this study, an accuracy level of75 percent will be used as the 

lowest acceptable percentage ofcorrect answers. 

Validity 

The construct for this study is the decision tree instrument developed for 

identifying the country oforigin for garments from Japan, China, Korea, Tibet, and 

northern Nepal. The decision tree system uses multiple sources ofevidence and a chain 

ofevidence to form conclusions without using subjective judgements by the testers 

involved, which Yin (1988) also stated as a criteria for demonstrating that an 

experimental construct is valid. The validity ofthe decision tree was tested by using 

human subjects from the Apparel, Interiors, Housing and Merchandising Department 

(AIHM) at Oregon State University and a selection ofAsian clothing from the AIHM 

Apparel and Textile collection. The selection ofgarments were sampled from all 

geographic areas included in the decision tree instrument. The results of this test are 
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discussed in Chapter 4. In the development ofthe decision trees, references by mUltiple 

specialists in Asian dress were utilized. This insures the content validity ofthe 

components ofthe decision tree. References by these experts discussing the clothing of 

specific Asian garments along with catalogues ofextensively documented collections and 

museum exhibits were assumed to be valid sources. 

Sample 

A sample ofundergraduate and graduate students from the AIHM Department 

was used to test the decision tree. A sample ofAsian garments was selected for the test. 

Asian Garment Sample. 

To test the decision tree instrument, twelve Asian garments were chosen by the 

researcher from the AIHM Textile and Apparel Collection at Oregon State University. 

The garments were chosen to represent both men's and women's clothing styles from 

Japan, the Ainu, China, Korea, and the Himalayan regions ofTibet and northern Nepal. 

One garment from outside the geographic region ofthe test, a West Asianjacket, was 

included to see if it would be correctly eliminated by the decision tree. Documentation 

from the AIHM Textile and Apparel Collection was checked to assure the garment's 

country oforigin was correct. Because the AIHM collection lacked an Ainu garment, 

and it was felt to be important to include one in the test, three documented color 

photographs from other museum collections were used for the Ainu garment 

identification. 
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Garment number one was a Japanese woman's kimono with hip length sleeves. It 

was made of silk printed with a large scale blue and white motif. 

Garment number two was a Korean woman's hanbok ensemble. It consisted ofa 

bright greenjugori top with red underarm inserts and a bright red chima skirt. This was 

the color combination listed by the Korean sources as bridal wear. 

Garment number three was a man's Manchu dragon robe from China. This 

garment was deep blue silk tapestry weave with multicolored motifs and nine dragons 

woven into it. It had a curved neckline which fastened down the right side. The sleeves 

had three contrasting sections and flared horsehoof cuffs. 

Garment number four was a woman's Himalayan sleeveless chuba, blouse and 

apron ensemble. The chuba was made ofa rough green wool fabric. The long sleeved 

blouse was made ofa silky synthetic p~le blue fabric with a motif ofdarker blue roses 

printed on it. The wool apron had a pattern ofthin multicolored stripes. 

Garment number five was a Japanese man's haori jacket. The jacket was a rough 

dark brown fabric with a tiny motif woven into it. 

Garment number six was a Manchu woman's gown. The long, side closing gown 

was made ofdark blue silk with white borders at neck, hem, and wrist edges. The 

borders were embellished with multicolor embroidery. 

Garment number seven was a woman's Korean hanbok ensemble. This hanbok 

consisted ofa white ramie jugori top and chima skirt. This type ofhanbok was described 

by the Korean sources as being worn by older persons or for mourning. 

Garment number eight was a man's Ainu kimono represented by three color 

photographs. No available source showed a front and back photograph ofthe same 
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garment, so two photographs from Fairserveis (1971) were used to represent the front 

garment features and a photograph from Yang and Narasin (1989) was used to represent 

the kimono back, showing the distinctive sleeve and embroidery styles ofthe Ainu. 

Garment number nine was a West Asian jacket. The jacket was waist length with 

short straight sleeves and a center front opening. The fabric was red velvet with swirls of 

couched gold cording decorating the garment edges and seamjoinings. This garment was 

chosen because the sleeve and neckline features were similar, but not exact, to many of 

the Asian styles included in the decision tree instrument. 

Garment number ten was a Han Chinese woman's tunic. The garment was hip 

length with a center front opening. The tunic was made ofdark blue silk with white 

borders which had multicolored embroidery and edge piping. 

Garment number eleven was a Japanese man's kimono. The full length kimono 

was a rough dark blue fabric with a tiny textured pattern in the weave. 

Garment number twelve was a Chinese cheongsam in bright red brocade. The 

cheongsam was knee length, with short, set-in sleeves. The high collared, curved 

neckline closed on the right side. Closure devices included decorative cord frogs with 

ball and loop fastenings, snaps, and a zipper. The cheongsam was shaped and darted to 

closely fit the wearer's figure. 

Test Subjects Sample 

Due to the length oftime needed to test the decision tree, which ranged from 45 to 

90 minutes, and the time constraints placed on the researcher, a small sample ofstudents 

was used to test the decision tree. These students formed the human element ofthe 
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testing process and were divided into "curator" and "docent" groups. The "curator" 

group consisted of the graduate students with a study background in historic and cultural 

aspects ofthe near environment. The "curators" were considered to be representative of 

the paid staff ofa small museum who have a broad knowledge ofhistoric and cultural 

artifacts but are not necessarily specialists in Asian clothing. Undergraduate students 

were used for the "docent" group ofthe test. The "docents" were considered to be 

representative ofmuseum volunteers staffwithout specialized knowledge ofAsian 

clothing styles. 

The participants in the test ofthe decision tree instrument were drawn from the 

undergraduate and graduate students in the Apparel, Interiors, Housing, and 

Merchandising Department at Oregon State University. The subjects were asked to self

rate their knowledge ofAsian dress as part ofthe decision tree test procedure. 

Participants included 10 undergraduate students and 4 graduate students. Loverin (1986) 

used a 15 student sample for her test on dating and classifying Euro-American fashions. 

The questionnaires used for the decision tree instrument test were anonymous, 

with the subjects being labeled as "Docent Number One", etc. The graduate student 

"curator" forms were distinguished from the undergraduate forms by a "G" written at the 

top ofthe questionnaire. 

Pilot Test 

A pilot test was used to help determine the number ofsample garments needed, 

the average length oftime needed for examination, and possible improvements to the 

testing process or questionnaire. Garments used in the pilot study were from the 

researcher's personal collection ofnineteenth and twentieth century Asian garments, so 
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that there was no overlap in the garments used in the pilot study and the actual test ofthe 

decision tree system with the garments from the AIHM Textile and Apparel Collection. 

The garments for the pilot study were a Japanese woman'sfurisode kimono in 

bright yellow silk, a woman's purple Korean hanbok ensemble, a man's Manchu dragon 

robe from China, a woman's Japanese haori jacket, a woman's Tibetan chuba and blouse 

ensemble, and a woman's green brocade cheong sam from China. 

The human subjects in the pilot test were two historic researchers used for the 

"curator" sample and three individuals without specialized training used for the "docent" 

population. It took between 30 and 90 minutes to complete the questionnaire on the six 

Asian garments in the pilot test. 

The results from the pilot test showed a high degree ofsuccessful garment 

identification by the subjects, who rated their expertise in the 1 to 3 range, with 1 being 

"have little or no knowledge ofAsian clothing." The pilot test subjects scored 100 

percent correct on all country oforigin, gender, age, formality, and ethnic origin 

questions. The pilot subjects' comments after the completion ofthe test pointed out areas 

ofterminology in the questions or the decision tree instrument that they felt had been 

unclear. These areas were revised before conducting the larger garment test at Oregon 

State University. 

Data Collection Procedure 

The first step in the data collection procedure was to examine the Asian garments 

and their documentation in the Textiles and Clothing Collection ofthe AIHM Department 

at Oregon State University and choose the garments which were used in the decision tree 
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test. The selected garments were laid out on tables in the apparel design studio in Milam 

Hall,OSU. The garments were identified by numbers written on a sheet ofpaper placed 

beside them on the table. A proctor was in the room with the clothing and test subjects 

during the entire test. 

When the subjects entered the room, they were given a copy ofthe informed 

consent document to read and were asked if they had any questions or concerns before 

they started the test. They were then given a copy ofthe decision tree instrument and the 

questionnaire and brief verbal instructions on how to use the decision tree. Written 

instructions were also included with the decision tree instrument. They were instructed to 

write "cannot determine" on any question for which they could not find a definite answer 

by using the decision tree instrument. This was to allow the subjects to eliminate the 

non-Asian garment ifthey found it didn't fit the criteria ofthe decision tree, without 

revealing that there was a non-Asian garment included in the test. Subjects took between 

30 minutes and an hour to complete the questionnaire on the 12 garments in the test. 

The questionnaire contained various multiple choice and short answer questions 

concerning which country or ethnic group the subjects thought the sample garment came 

from, what gender was the wearer, what its usage (i.e. formal, over-garment) was, and a 

self-rating question concerning their background knowledge in Asian clothing. See 

Appendix 2. The self-rating question was used to determine ifsomeone scored a high 

percentage ofcorrect answers because they are already familiar with the garments. The 

clothing questions varied according to what criteria were relevant to each sample 

garment. 
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Data Analysis 

The questionnaire contained quantitative answers, either a "yes/no", or multiple 

choice, or short answers (i.e., "male" vs. "female", ''unmarried'' vs. "married", etc.). 

Each question was worded to produce either a definite right or wrong answer, without 

allowing subjective answers which could not be quantitatively ~lyzed. See Appendix 

2. 

A frequency count ofcorrect answers to each set ofquestions for a specific 

garment was totaled and calculated as a percentage ofthe number ofparticipants. If75 

percent ofthe subjects answer the questions correctly, the portion ofthe decision tree 

pertaining to that type ofgarment would be considered successful. Calculating the 

questions separately helped to identify error patterns in the decision tree. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

There is no existing classification system for differentiating the clothing ofJapan, 

China, Korea, and the Himalayan regions ofTibet and northern Nepal, useable for 

museum collections, especially those which may not have staff members with specialized 

knowledge ofAsian dress. Decision tree systems for dating and differentiating different 

forms ofEuropean dress exist, as do similar systems to deal with Asian dress within a 

single country. The purpose ofthis research was to develop a multi-cultural decision tree 

system for identifying Asian dress. The result of this research is a decision tree system 

for the identification ofAsian garments from the above mentioned countries, for use in 

small museums. 

This chapter contains the results ofthe decision tree tests conducted at the 

Apparel, Interiors, Housing, and Merchandising department at Oregon State University. 

The results are divided into undergraduate and graduate sections. The undergraduates 

simulated the volunteer docent staff ofa small museum; the graduate students simulated 

the curators at a similar museum. 

Undergraduate Responses 

The undergraduate participants rated their knowledge ofAsian garments on the 

low end ofthe familiarity scale. The familiarity scale ranged from 1 =unfamiliar (little 
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or no knowledge ofAsian garments) to 5 = very familiar (extensive knowledge ofAsian 

garments). The undergraduate participants' scores were: 1 (unfamiliar) =4 subjects (40 

percent), level 2 familiarity (slightly unfamiliar) = 4 subjects (40 percent), level 3 

familiarity (neither familiar nor unfamiliar) =2 subjects (20 percent). 

Garment Number One 

The undergraduate subjects' scores for garment number one, the Japanese 

woman's kimono were 100 percent correct (all 10 students) for determining the country 

oforigin. Five ofthe participants (50 percent) listed multiple features, including 

elements ofboth neckline and sleeves as the determining factor in their decisions, four 

subjects (40 percent) listed the shape ofthe kimono's neckline, one subject (10 percent) 

answered "closure method". See Table 1. 

Six subjects (60 percent) correctly identified the kimono as a woman's garment, 

four subjects (40 percent) said it would have been worn by a man. Four subjects (40 

percent) correctly answered that the original wearer ofthe kimono was unmarried, which 

is the most likely correct answer, two subjects (20 percent) answered ''married'', which 

was a possibility due to the intermediate length ofthe sleeves, and 2 subjects (20 percent) 

answered "cannot determine". 

Nine subjects (90 percent) answered correctly the question ofwhether the kimono 

wearer had been young or old. Those who answered correctly indicated that the bright 

color ofthe kimono had been the determining factor in their decision. One subject (10 

percent) answered that an older person had worn the kimono but gave no reason for their 

answer. 
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Table 1 

Garment Number One Results 

Decisions Percent Correct 

Country oforigin 

Reasons for Decision 

Muhiple Features 

Neckline Shape 

Closure 

Gender 

Marital Status 

Age 

100010 

50% 

40% 

10% 

60% 

40% 

90% 

Garment Number Two 

Nine subjects (90 percent) correctly answered the country oforigin question for 

the red and green Korean woman's hanbok. One subject (10 percent) answered "cannot 

determine." The reasons for the correct answer included a variety ofneckline features. 

The two most common answers listed the long fabric tie at the neckline and the neckline 

shape as the determining factor in their decision. Other answers listed the contrast strip at 

the neckline and a comparison with the illustration provided in the test instrument. The 

reason listed for the "cannot determine" answer was "I was very confused." See Table 2. 
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Ten subjects (100 percent) correctly identified the hanbok as a woman's garment. 

All cited the rounded shape ofthe sleeves as the determining factor in their answer. 

Nine subjects (90 percent) correctly identified the color combination ofa green 

jugori top and a red chima skirt as being worn by a younger person rather than an older 

person. Their cited reasons listed the use ofthis color combination as wedding wear and 

the Korean tradition ofreserving brighter colored clothing for younger people. One 

subject (10 percent) said the garment would be worn by an older person and based their 

answer on the definition ofa woman ofmarriagable age as "older." 

Table 2 

Garment Number Two Results 

Decisions Percent Correct 

Country ofOrigin 

Reasons for Decision 

Long Fabric Neckline Tie 

Neckline Shape 

Other 

Gender 

Age 

80% 

SO% 

20% 

30% 

100% 

90% 
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Garment Number Three 

Ten subjects (1 00 percent) correctly identified the country oforigin ofthe 

Manchu dragon robe as China The curved shape ofthe neckline was cited most often as 

the determining factor (70 percent), with a few subjects citing the button and loop 

closures as their major factor (30 percent). See Table 3. 

Nine subjects (90 percent) correctly identified the wearer ofthe dragon robe as 

male. The tapering sleeve with the horsehoof cuffwas cited as the determining factor in 

these answers. One subject (10 percent) said the wearer was female and cited a sleeve 

shape they thought fit the illustration of"combination" in the test instrument, which 

would have indicated that the wearer was a Manchu woman. 

Seven subjects (70 percent) correctly answered that the sleeve style indicated that 

the wearer belonged to a specific ethnic group, and these subjects identified that ethnic 

group as Manchu. Two subjects (20 percent) answered ''no.'' One subject (10 percent) 

answered "cannot determine." 

Eight subjects (80 percent) correctly answered that the dragon robe would have 

been worn for formal rather than informal situations. Two subjects (20 percent) 

answered that the robe would be for informal wear. 

Eight subjects (80 percent) also correctly answered that a feature ofthe dragon 

robe indicated the wearer's social status. All ofthese cited the dark blue color (4 

subjects) or the pattern ofdragons on the robe ( 4 subjects) as the determining factor in 

their decision. Two subjects (20 percent) answered ''no'' to this question. 
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Table 3 

Garment Number Three Results 

Decision Percent Correct 

Country ofOrigin 

Gender 

Reason for Decision 

Curved Neckline Shape 

Button and Loop Closure 

Reason for Decision 

HorsehoofCuff 

Other sleeve features 

Ethnic Group 

Formality 

Social Status 

Reason for Decision 

Blue Color 

Dragon Pattern 

80% 

20% 

90% 

30010 

60% 

70% 

80% 

80010 

40% 

40% 
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Garment Number Four 

Nine subjects (90 percent) correctly identified the country oforigin ofthe 

woman's sleeveless chuba, long-sleeved blouse, and striped apron ensemble as the 

Himalayan region ofTibet and northern Nepal. The shape ofthe neckline and collar 

were cited as the determining feature in the correct answers. One subject (10 percent) 

answered that the chuba was a Chinese garment because it was "vest-like." This answer 

was perhaps influenced by the line drawings ofsleeveless Manchu and Han Chinese 

women's vests in the Chinese section ofthe test instrument. See Table 4. 

Eight subjects (80 percent) correctly identified the chuba as a woman's garment. 

One subject (10 percent) answered that it was a male garment. One subject (10 percent) 

answered "cannot determine." 

Seven subjects (70 percent) correctly identified that the chuba was most likely 

worn for informal occasions or everyday wear. The main reasons cited for this answer 

were combinations ofthe olive green color ofthe chuba and the rough weave ofthe 

fabric. The test instrument had listed purple colors and fancy brocades as reserved for 

formal occasions. Two subjects (20 percent) answered that the chuba was for formal 

wear, based on the silky synthetic fabric ofthe blouse, rather than the rough fabric ofthe 

chuba. One subject (10 percent) answered "cannot determine." 
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Table 4 

Garment Number Four Results 

Decisions Percent Correct 

Country ofOrigin 90% 

Reasons for Decision 

Neckline & Collar Shape 90% 

Gender 80% 

Formality 70% 

Reasons for Decision 

Color & Weave 30% 

Fabric 30% 

Other 10% 

Garment Number Five 

Ten subjects (100 percent) correctly identified the country oforigin ofthis 

Japanese man's haori jacket. The most frequently cited determining factor was the 

straight shape ofthe center front opening on the haori. Less frequently cited determining 

factors were the shape ofthe collar and the overall ''flatness'' ofthe haori shape. 

The haori jacket is worn by both men and women in Japan. Six subjects (60 

percent) correctly identified this haori as a male garment. Four subjects (40 percent) 
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incorrectly identified this haori as the style worn by women. The incorrect identification 

was probably due to the lack ofdiscussion ofthe distinctions between men's and 

women's haori in the decision tree. See Table 5. 

Only three undergraduate subjects (30 percent) were able to correctly determine 

that the function ofthe haor; was as an overgarment. Four subjects (40 percent) 

answered in the "cannot determine" category. Two subjects (20 percent) answered 

''underwear.'' These subjects may have been influenced by the example ofgarment 

function listed on the questionnaire. "Underwear" was chosen as a sample ofgarment 

function on the questionnaire, since it was opposite ofthe real function ofthe haori. One 

subject (10 percent) answered "a dress." Seven subjects (70 percent) answered that the 

haori jacket would be worn for informal occasions, three subjects (30 percent) answered 

that it was for formal wear. "Formal" was the correct answer in this case, since the man's 

haori is defined as being worn with the formal male traditional dress ensemble. A 

woman may wear varying styles ofhaOf; with either formal or informal dress, but since 

this was a male haori, it would have been worn as a formal garment. 
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Table 5 

Garment Number 5 Results 

Decisions Percent Correct 

Country ofOrigin 100% 

Reasons for Decision 

Neckline Shape 80% 

Other 20% 

Gender 60% 

Function 30% 

Formality 30010 

Garment Number Six 

Ten subjects (100 percent) correctly identified the country oforigin ofthe 

Manchu woman's gown as Chinese. The reasons cited for the identification were evenly 

split between the shape ofthe neckline (50 percent) and three button closure (50 percent). 

See Table 6. 

Eight subjects (80 percent) correctly identified the Manchu gown as representing 

a specific ethnic group. One subject (10 percent) answered ''no.'' One subject (10 

percent) answered ''N/A.'' 
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Four of the subjects (40 percent) who answered that the Manchu gown was worn 

by a specific Chinese ethnic group correctly answered ''Manchu'' when asked to identify 

the ethnic group. Two subjects (20 percent) answered "Han Chinese." Three subjects 

(30 percent) left the answer blank. 

Eight subjects (80 percent) correctly identified the gown's original wearer as 

female. One subject (10 percent) answered "male." One subject (10 percent) answered 

"cannot determine." 

Table 6 

Garment Number Six Results 

Decisions Percent Correct 

Country ofOrigin ·100% 

Reasons for decision 

Neckline Shape 50% 

Button Closure 50% 

Ethnic Group 80% 

Which Group 40% 

Wearer Gender 80% 
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Garment Number Seven 

Nine subjects (90 percent) correctly identified the country oforigin ofthe white 

ramie women's hanbok as Korea One subject (10 percent) answered "Himalayan." The 

determining feature ofthe neckline in the correct answers was evenly divided between 

the shape ofthe neckline (50 percent) and the fabric tie ofthejugori top (50 percent). 

The reason for the Himalayan identification was cited as "straight neckline." See Table 7. 

Five subjects (50 percent) correctly identified the hanbok ensemble as being a 

women's garment. The cited reason for this answer was the curved shape ofthe sleeves, 

which is distinctive to women's Korean clothing. Five subjects (50 percent) felt that the 

hanbok was a male ensemble. Four ofthese based their determination on their decision 

that the sleeves appeared more straight than curved. Men's sleeves were defined as 

straight in the decision tree instrument. One person answered ''the brown color" as the 

determining factor in their gender identification, interpreting the white/ecru undyed ramie 

as a "male" color. 

Eight subjects (80 percent) correctly identified the wearer ofthe hanbok as an 

older person rather than a younger person and cited the garment color as the determining 

factor in their answer. One subject (10 percent) answered "both." One subject (10 

percent) did not respond. 

Nine subjects (90 percent) correctly responded that the white hanbok could have 

been worn for a specific occasion. Most cited "mourning" as the occasion, a few 

commented that it would be worn after a person was married. One subject (l0 percent) 

answered ''I don't know." The test instrument had listed white as being the traditional 

color for mourning in Korea and as a color that was adopted by older people. 
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Table 7 

Garment Number Seven Results 

Decisions Percent Correct 

Country ofOrigin 

Reasons for Decision 

Fabric Tie at Neckline 

Neckline Shape 

Other 

Wearer Gender 

Wearer Age 

Garment Use 

90% 

40% 

40% 

10% 

50% 

80% 

90% 

Garment Number Eight 

There was confusion as to the country oforigin ofthe Ainu kimono represented 

by three color photographs. Three subjects (30 percent) correctly identified the kimono 

as being from Japan. Three subjects (30 percent) identified the kimono as Chinese. Two 

subjects (20 percent) identified the kimono as Himalayan. One subject (10 percent) 

answered "Japanese or Himalayan" and one subject (10 percent) answered "cannot 

determine." The variety ofreasons cited as determining factors ofthe neckline show no 

clear pattern oferror. These reasons were ''no rol~" ''rounded straight collar," the 
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closures down the front," "high, round neckline," "straight, open front," "collar shape," 

and "straight, close neck." From the variety ofthese answers, it is difficult to determine 

what feature ofthe neckline the subjects defined as "high," "round," or "straight," to see 

ifthe error pattern could be eliminated by a using an actual garment or a different 

illustration. See Table 8. 

Six subjects (60 percent) correctly answered that the Ainu kimono was worn by a 

specific ethnic group. Ofthe subjects who got the correct answer, 40 percent ofthem 

identified the Ainu kimono as an Ainu garment, 20 percent answered that it was Han 

Chinese. One subject (10 percent) answered that the Ainu kimono belonged to no 

specific ethnic group. Three subjects (30 percent) did not respond. 

Table 8 

Garment Number Eight Results 

Decisions Percent Correct 

Country ofOrigin 30% 

Reasons for Decision 

Neckline Shape 20% 

Other 10% 

Specific Ethnic Group 60% 

Which Ethnic Group 40% 
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Garment Number Nine 

This garment was a short jacket ofWest Asian origin included to see ifthe 

decision tree would correctly eliminate it as having originated in a non-test Asian 

country. Three subjects (30 percent) answered "cannot determine", three subjects (30 

percent) answered Japan, two subjects (20 percent) answered Korea, one subject (10 

percent) answered Himalayan and one subject (10 percent) answered ''Himalayan or 

Japanese". The subjects who included Japan in their country oforigin answer stated that 

the determining factor had been the wide center front opening, which superficially 

resembles the Japanese haori jacket. The Korean reasons were ''no response" and 

"contrasting collar strip, deep V crossover." The jacket had contrasting metal cord 

couched down in patterns along the front collar opening, which may have been 

interpreted as being the contrasting collar strip described in the Korean section ofthe test 

instrument. See Table 9. 

Six subjects (60 percent) wrote "cannot determine" or did not respond when asked 

ifthe jacket was worn by a man or a woman. Three subjects (30 percent) answered male 

and one subject (10 percent) answered female. 

Five subjects (50 percent) answered "cannot determine" or did not respond to the 

question ofwhether the garment was for formal or informal use. Four subjects (40 

percent) answered formal, and one subject (10 percent) answered informal. 

These questions were concerned with whether the decision tree would correctly 

eliminate this garment. "Cannot determine" was the correct answer. The questions 

concerning male or female gender usage and formal or informal use were used to disguise 

the fact that this garment was not included for the same purpose as the other garments. 
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Table 9 

Garment Number Nine Results 

Decision Percent Correct 

Country ofOrigin (Cannot Determine was correct answer) 30010 

Garment Number Ten 

Ten subjects (100 percent) correctly answered that the country oforigin ofthe 

Han woman's jacket was China. The determining neckline feature was evenly divided 

between the button down front (50 percent) and the combination ofthe high Mandarin 

collar and the center front closure (50 percent). See Table 10. 

Seven subjects (70 percent) correctly answered that the Han jacket was worn by a 

woman. All ofthese subjects cited the wide, straight shape ofthe sleeves as the 

determining factor in their answer. Two subjects (20 percent) answered that the Han 

jacket was a male garment, but gave no reasons for their answers. One subject (l0 

percent) did not respond. 

Six subjects (60 percent) correctly answered that the Han woman's garment was 

worn by a specific ethnic group. All ofthese subjects correctly answered ''Han'' as the 

ethnic group ofthe original wearer. Three subjects (30 percent) answered ''no'' to the 

question on ethnic origin. One subject (10 percent) answered "cannot determine." 
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Table 10 

Garment Number Ten Results 

Decisions Percent Correct 

Country ofOrigin 100% 

Reasons for Decision 

Button & Loop Closure 80% 

Other 20% 

Wearer Gender 70010 

Ethnic Group 60% 

Which Group 60% 

Garment Number Eleven 

Ten subjects (1 00 percent) correctly identified the country oforigin ofthe 

Japanese man's kimono as Japan. Six subjects (60 percent) cited the neckline shape as 

the determining factor in their answer. Four subjects (40 percent) cited the long straight 

collar as the determining neckline feature in their answer. See Table 11. 

Nine subjects (90 percent) correctly answered that the original wearer ofthe 

kimono was male. Forty percent ofthese subjects cited the sharply angled comers ofthe 

kimono as the sleeve feature which determined their answer. Sixty percent ofthese 

subjects cited the short length and closed seams ofthe sleeves as the major factor in 
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detennining that this was a male kimono. One subject (10 percent) answered that the 

kimono was for female use. This subject answered that the sleeve edges seemed to be 

slightly rounded, which would indicate that the kimono had been worn by a woman. 

Table 11 

Garment Number Eleven Results 

Decisions Percent Correct 

Country ofOrigin 

Reasons for Decision 

Neckline Shape 

Collar Shape 

Wearer Gender 

100% 

60% 

40010 

90% 

Garment Number Twelve 

Ten subjects (100 percent) correctly identified the red cheongsam as a Chinese 

garment. Five subjects (50 percent) cited the curved neckline shape as the detennining 

factor in their answer. Three subjects (30 percent) cited the closure (decorative ball and 

loop frogs) as the primary factor in their identification. Two subjects (20 percent) stated 

that the high collar ofthe cheongsam had been a detennining factor. See Table 12. 
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Ten subjects (100 percent) recognized that the sleeves on the cheongsam were 

different from other Asian garments in the test. The sleeves ofthe cheongsam are shaped 

and set into the armhole in the style ofWe stem garments instead ofbeing cut straight 

with the shoulder as in other Asian garments. All subjects cited the sleeves short length 

and fitted shaping as the reasons the cheongsam sleeves differed from the other garments. 

Nine subjects (90 percent) answered that features ofthe cheongsam differed from 

other Asian clothing. Seventy percent cited the short skirt, short sleeves, tightly form

fitting shape, and the zipper as the differences between the cheongsam and other Asian 

garments. Thirty percent cited the red color as their major determining factor. 
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Table 12 

Garment Number Twelve Results 

Decisions Percent Correct 

Country ofOrigin 100% 

Reasons for Decision 

Neckline Shape 50% 

Decorative Frog Closure 30% 

High Collar 20% 

Western style Sleeve 100010 

Different Features from Asian Garments 90% 

Reasons for Decision 

Sleeves, skirt length, zipper 70% 

Red color 30% 

Accuracy ofUndergraduate Responses 

To evaluate the accuracy ofthe decision an accuracy level of75 percent or greater 

was considered a passing score. To obtain these percentages, the frequency ofgarments 

with 75 percent or higher correct responses was determined. The percentage is the 

frequency divided by the total responses. For example, the question ofage 

appropriateness was asked for three ofthe twelve garments (i.e., three questions). The 
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accuracy level ofthe answers for the three age questions was 86 percent ( 26 =total 

number ofpassing answersl30 =total number ofanswers), so the overall accuracy level 

ofthe age appropriateness question was 86 percent. 

The overall percentage ofcorrect answers to the country oforigin questions on 

the test garments was 83 percent. The two garments that did not reach a satisfactory 

identification level were the West Asian jacket and the photographs ofthe Ainu kimono. 

The overall percentage ofcorrect answers to the age appropriateness questions on the test 

garments was 86 percent. The overall percentages for the other decision tree questions 

were lower. They ranged from 60 percent on the gender usage question to 20 percent on 

the marital status ofthe wearer. 

Based on comments by the participants, the error patterns were caused by one of 

two factors. One source oferror was caused by the subjects attempting to exactly match 

the shape ofa garment feature, usually the sleeve, to the generalized shape in the line 

drawing ofthe garment feature. The second source oferror was misinterpretation ofthe 

information in the country oforigin chapters. The participants sometime made subjective 

judgements about a cultural factor, such as what age would be considered "young" or 

"old". These judgements were applied to the cultural clothing information relating to that 

factor incorrectly based on the subjects' personal defmitions. 
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Graduate Students' Responses 

Four graduate students participated in the test ofthe decision tree instrument. The 

graduate students experience spanned the range from almost no experience with Asian 

garments and to a relatively extensive knowledge ofAsian clothing. One graduate 

student self-rated at I =(little or no familiarity with Asian clothing). One graduate student 

self-rated at 2, one at 2+, and one at 4. The graduate students were simulating a curator 

in a small museum setting, who mayor may not have experience in Asian clothing 

identification. 

Garment Number One 

The four graduate subjects (100 percent) correctly identified the Japanese 

woman's kimono as a Japanese garment. The neckline feature cited for their 

determination by three subjects (75 percent) was the neckline shape. One subject (25 

percent) cited sleeve shape as the major determining factor in their identification. See 

Table 13. 

Three subjects (75 percent) answered that the kimono was a male garment. One 

subject (25 percent) answered that it would have been worn by a woman. The subjects 

who identified the kimono as a woman'sfurisode cited the long, rectangular sleeve shape 

as the determining factor in their identification. The incorrect male identification was 

based on the subject's determination that the edges ofthe sleeve were sharply 

rectangular, which would have been characteristic ofa man's kimono. 

Three subjects (75 percent) answered that the garment would have been worn by a 

married person. These subjects cited the hip length sleeves as the major determining 
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factor in their identification. One subject (25 percent) answered that the original wearer 

was unmarried. This subject categorized the sleeve length as belonging to the category of 

jurisode, which would have been worn by unmarried women, rather than the shorter 

kosode sleeve worn by married women. 

The four subjects (l00 percent) correctly answered that the kimono would have 

been worn by a younger person. One subject commented that the bright colors ofthe 

kimono was the determining factor in their decision. 

Table 13 

Graduate Garment Number One Results 

Decisions Percent Correct 

Country ofOrigin 100% 

Reasons for Decision 

Neckline Shape 75% 

Other 25% 

Wearer Gender 25% 

Marital Status 75% 

Wearer Age 100% 
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Garment Number Two 

All four subjects (1 00 percent) correctly answered that the red and green woman's 

hanbok was from Korea. Halfofthe subjects cited the shape ofthe crossover neckline as 

their major determining factor, halfcited the long fabric tie ofthejugori. See Table 14. 

The four subjects (100 percent) correctly answered that the original wearer ofthe 

hanbok was female. All subjects cited the tapering sleeve shape ofthe hanbok as the 

major determining factor in their decision 

Three subjects (75 percent) correctly answered that the hanbok would have been 

worn by a younger, rather than an older person. One subject (25 percent) answered that 

the wearer would have been older. All subjects cited the use ofthe red and green color 

combination as a wedding garment as the basis for their decision. The difference in the 

answers was based on the subjects perception ofwhether a person ofmarrigeable age 

would be considered as "older" or "younger." 
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Table 14 

Graduate Garment Number Two Results 

Decisions Percent Correct 

Country ofOrigin 100% 

Reasons for Decision 

Long Fabric Tie at Neckline 50% 

Neckline Shape 50010 

Wearer Gender 100% 

Wearer Age 75% 

Garment Number Three 

All four subjects (100 percent) correctly answered that the Manchu dragon robe 

was a Chinese garment. All subjects cited the shape ofthe neckline as the determining 

factor in their identification. See Table 15. 

Three subjects (75 percent) correctly answered that the original wearer ofthe 

dragon robe was male. These subjects cited the horsehoof shape ofthe sleeve as the 

major determining factor in their decision. One subject (25 percent) said female because 

they misidentified the men's Manchu horsehoofsleeve as being a woman's combination 

Manchu sleeve, which combined a horsehoof shaped cuffwith a wide straight sleeve. 

This was the same reason cited by one undergraduate subject. 
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The four subjects (100 percent) correctly answered that the dragon robe was 

representative ofa specific ethnic group. All four subjects (100 percent) correctly 

identified that ethnic group as Manchu. 

All four subjects (100 percent) correctly identified the dragon robe as a formal 

garment. Ofthe three graduate subjects who answered that there was a specific feature of 

the dragon robe which reflected the wearer's social status, two answered correctly (66 

percent). These two subjects cited the "yellow and brown" colors and the dragon pattern 

as the determining factor in their identification. Since the body ofthe dragon robe was 

dark blue, the subject who cited the yellow color, which was reserved in China for use by 

the Imperial family, was probably interpreting the yellowlbrown body coloration ofthe 

dragons as the major color ofthe robe. One graduate student (33 percent) could find no 

status revealing garment feature. 
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Table 15 

Graduate Garment Number Three Results 

Decisions Percent Correct 

Country ofOrigin 100% 

Reasons for Decision 

Shape ofNeckline 100% 

Gender 75% 

Ethnic Group 100010 

Which Ethnic Group 100% 

Formality 100010 

Garment Number Four 

All four subjects (100 percent) correctly identified the Himalayan women's chuba 

as being a Himalayan garment. All ofthese subjects cited the shape ofthe neckline and 

crossover front as the basis for their identification. See Table 16. 

The four subjects (100 percent) correctly identified the original wearer ofthe 

chuba as female. One subject commented that the long length ofthe chuba had been the 

determining factor in their decision. The test instrument described the woman's chuba as 

being floor length as opposed to the calf length men's chuba. 
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All four subjects (100 percent) correctly answered that the chuba was an informal 

garment rather than a formal garment. The subjects cited the plain color ofthe fabric, the 

striped wool apron, and the lack ofdesign on the fabric as the reason for their decision. 

One subject commented that the contrast between the wool fabric ofthe chuba and the 

silky synthetic ofthe blouse was confusing and was not sure which fabric should be used 

as the major criteria. 

Table 16 

Graduate Garment Number Four Resuhs 

Decisions Percent Correct 

Country ofOrigin 

Reasons for Decision 

Neckline Shape 

Other 

Wearer Gender 

Fonnality 

100% 

75% 

25% 

100% 

100% 

Garment Number Five 

All four subjects (100 percent) correctly identified the man's haori jacket as a 

Japanese garment. Half ofthe subjects (50 percent) cited the shape ofthe front closure as 
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their major determining factor. One subject (25 percent) cited the fabric strip around the 

neckline as her major determining factor. One subject (25 percent) cited a combination 

ofthe neckline and sleeve shapes. See Table 17. 

One subject (25 percent) correctly identified the gender usage ofthe haori jacket 

as male. Two subjects (50 percent) said it was a female garment. One subject (25 

percent) answered that they could not determine a distinct gender usage for the haori 

jacket. The reason given for the "cannot determine" answer was that the subject could 

not decide whether the haori sleeves fit the definition ofsharply angled male Japanese 

clothing, or the more softly rounded edges ofthe characteristic Japanese female kimono 

sleeve. 

Ofthe three ofthe subjects who answered the question, 66 percent determined 

that the function ofthe haori jacket was for outerwear. One graduate student, (33 

percent) answered that it was a type ofkimono, but they were not sure of its exact 

function. 

One subject (33 percent) ofthese subjects answered that the haori jacket would be 

for formal wear and one subject (33 percent) answered that it was an informal garment. 

One subject (33 percent) answered that she could not determine a formality usage for the 

haori jacket. 
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Table 17 

Graduate Garment Number Five Results 

Decisions Percent Correct 

Country ofOrigin 100% 

Reasons for Decision 

Neckline Shape 50% 

Other 50% 

Wearer Gender 25% 

Garment Function 66% 

Formality 33% 

Garment Number Six 

All four subjects (100 percent) correctly identified the Manchu woman's gown as 

being a Chinese garment. Three subjects (75 percent) cited the shape ofthe neckline as 

the determining factor in their answer. One subject (25 percent) mentioned the ball and 

loop closures as well as the neckline shape as an identifying factor. See Table 18. 

Two subjects (50 percent) correctly determined that the Manchu gown was 

representative ofa specific ethnic group. Two subjects (50 percent) said it was not 

distinct to any ethnic group. One ofthe "no" subjects commented that the "sleeves are 

not distinctively Manchu or Han, maybe the garment was re-modeled." 
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Ofthe two subjects who categorized the distinct ethnicity ofthe Manchu gown, 

one (50 percent) correctly cited that group as Manchu. One subject (50 percent) 

incorrectly identified the ethnic group as Han Chinese. 

Two subjects (50 percent) correctly identified this garment as being woman's 

wear. One subject commented that the floral pattern on the garment was a deciding 

factor. Two subjects (50 percent) incorrectly answered that it would have been worn by a 

man. One subject commented that the dark blue color and silk fabric were deciding 

factors in her identification. 

Table 18 

Graduate Garment Number Six Results 

Decisions Percent Correct 

Country ofOrigin 100% 

Reasons for Decision 

Neckline Shape 75% 

Button Closure 25% 

Ethnic Group 500/0 

Which Group 50% 

Wearer Gender 50% 
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Garment Number Seven 

All four subjects (100 percent) correctly identified the white ramie hanbok as a 

Korean garment. All ofthese subjects indicated that the long fabric tie had been the 

determining factor in their identification. See Table 19. 

Three subjects (75 percent) correctly identified the original wearer ofthe hanbok 

as female. One subject (25 percent) said the hanbok was a male garment. 'All ofthe 

subjects who identified this as a female garment indicated that the curve ofthe sleeve had 

been the deciding factor in their identification. The subject who identified this as a male 

garment commented that they interpreted the sleeve edges as being rectangular and hard 

edged, which would have been characteristic ofa Korean man's hanbok. 

The four subjects (100 percent) correctly determined that the white hanbok would 

have been worn by an older, rather than a younger person. All ofthe graduate subjects 

correctly identified that the white hanbok would be worn for mourning, or as adult 

clothing after marriage. 
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Table 19 

Graduate Garment Number Seven Results 

Decisions Percent Correct 

Country ofOrigin 100% 

Reasons for Decision 

Fabric Tie at Neckline 100% 

Wearer Gender 75% 

Wearer Age 100% 

Garment Number Eight 

Three subjects (75 percent) correctly identified the Ainu kimono as a Japanese 

garment. One subject (25 percent) did not respond. Two subjects (50 percent) indicated 

that the shape of the neckline was the determining factor in their decision. See Table 20. 

Three subjects (7 5 percent) correctly identified the Ainu kimono as being 

representative ofthe clothing ofa specific ethnic group. One subject (25 percent) did not 

respond. Fifty percent ofthe subjects who correctly identified this kimono as an Ainu 

garment commented that the sleeve shape had been the determining factor in their 

decision. One subject cited the distinctive embroidery an applique pattern on the kimono 

as their determining factor. 
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Three subjects (75 percent) correctly identified the ethnic group as Ainu. One 

subject (25 percent) did not respond. 

Table 20 

Graduate Garment Number Eight Results 

Decisions Percent Correct 

Country ofOrigin 

Reasons for Decision 

Neckline Shape 

Other 

Ethnic Group 

Which Group 

75% 

50% 

25% 

75% 

75% 

Garment Number Nine 

All four subjects (100 percent) correctly eliminated this garment from the 

geographic area included in the decision tree instrument. All oftheir comments indicated 

that they had tried to fit this garment into the identifying features for each country of 

origin and eliminated it because its features did not match any ofthe garments in the 

decision tree. See Table 21. 
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Table 21 

Graduate Garment Number Nine Results 

Decisions Percent Correct 

Country ofOrigin (Cannot Determine is correct) 100% 

Garment Number Ten 

All four subjects (100 percent) correctly identified the Han woman's jacket as a 

Chinese garment. All ofthe subjects cited the button closures on the center front opening 

as the determining factor in their decision. One subject also commented that the jacket's 

high collar had been a factor in their decision. See Table 22. 

The four subjects (100 percent) correctly answered that the original wearer ofthe 

jacket was female. All ofthe subjects cited the wide sleeves as the determining factor in 

their identification. One subject cited the short length ofthe jacket as another factor in 

their decision. The decision tree instrument specified that short jackets were worn only 

by Han Chinese women. 

All four subjects (100 percent) correctly answered that the jacket was 

representative ofa specific ethnic group. Four subjects (100 percent) identified the ethnic 

group as Han Chinese. One subject commented that the combination ofthe short length 

and the floral motifhad been deciding factors. 
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Table 22 

Graduate Garment Number Ten Results 

Decision Percent Correct 

Country ofOrigin 100% 

Reasons for Decision 

Button Closures 100% 

Wearer Gender 100% 

Ethnic Group 100% 

Which Group 100% 

Garment Number Eleven 

All four subjects (100 percent) correctly answered that the man's dark blue 

kimono was a Japanese garment. All cited the shape ofthe crossover front as the 

determining factor in their identification. See Table 23. 

Three subjects (75 percent) correctly determined that the original wearer ofthe 

kimono was male. One subject (25 percent) answered "cannot determine" whether the 

kimono was a man's or a woman's garment. The subjects who answered ''male'' all cited 

the sharp comers on the kimono sleeves as the major factor in their identification. The 

subject who answered "cannot determine" said she was unsure ifthe shape ofthe sleeve 

comers should be considered sharp or rounded. 
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Table 23 

Graduate Garment Number Eleven Results 

Decisions Percent Correct 

Country ofOrigin 100% 

Reasons for Decision 

Neckline Shape 100% 

Wearer Gender 75% 

Garment Number Twelve 

All four subjects (100 percent) correctly answered that the red cheongsam was a 

Chinese garment. Three subjects (75 percent) cited the shape ofthe crossover front as the 

determining factor in their identification. One subject (25 percent) cited the button 

closure. One subject mentioned the high collar ofthe cheongsam, which was cited in the 

decision tree as a distinctive feature ofthe cheongsam. See Table 24. 

The four subjects (100 percent) determined that the sleeve style ofthe cheongsam 

differed from the other garments in the test. All subjects answered that the short length 

ofthe sleeve and its tightly fitted shape differed significantly from the other Asian 

garments in the test. 

Three subjects (75 percent) answered that elements ofthe cheongsam were 

distinctly different from other Asian garments in the test. The answers regarding the 
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determining features varied. Elements ofthe cheongsam that the graduate subjects felt 

were different from the other Asian garments included the red color, the brocade fabric, 

the short length, and body hugging fit ofthe cheongsam. 

Table 24 

Graduate Garment Number Twelve Resuhs 

Decisions Percent Correct 

Country ofOrigin 

Reasons for Decision 

Neckline Shape 

Decorative Frog Closure 

Western style sleeve 

Different features for Asian garments 

100% 

75% 

25% 

100010 

75% 

Accuracy ofGraduate Responses 

The percentage ofcorrect answers for the garments' country oforigin questions 

was 100 percent, except for the Ainu photographs, which still achieved an acceptable 

score of75 percent. The overall percentage ofcorrect answers for age appropriateness 

and wearer's marital status questions was 100 percent. The other overall percentages 
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were lower, ranging from 70 percent on the gender usage questions to 66 percent on the 

questions concerning the garments' formality level and ethnic group origin. 

The graduate students scored higher overall than the undergraduate subjects, 

possibly indicating more training in applying research methods, such as the decision tree 

since three ofthe four graduate students self-rated as unfamiliar with Asian garments. 

Summary 

The primary hypothesis ofthis decision tree research was that there are distinct 

Asian clothing features that can be categorized to place a garment in its country oforigin. 

The undergraduate results placed the test garments correctly in their country oforigin for 

83 percent ofthe questions. The graduate subjects identified the correct country oforigin 

for the garment for 100 percent ofthe questions. For the secondary questions concerning 

the gender usage, age usage, formality level, and other factors, the graduate students 

scored considerably higher than the undergraduate students. With the exception ofthe 

Ainu photographs, the country oforigin identification was between 90 and 100 percent 

correct for both undergraduate and graduate students. The lower score on the 

identification ofthe Ainu photographs indicates that not enough factors (neckline and 

sleeves) were clearly distinguishable to the participants from looking at the photographs. 

The scores on the age and gender ofthe wearer were more variable. The subjects 

correctly identified the age ofthe wearer when there were distinct differences in the 

garments worn by younger and older people within a single country. The scores for 

gender identification were correct in 50 percent ofthe questions, indicating some 

difficulty in determining the gender use ofgarments that were not as obviously gender 

specific as a Euro-American style dress or jockey shorts. The validity ofthe decision tree 
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instrument as an experimental construct for identifying the country oforigin ofthe Asian 

garments included in it has been upheld by the results ofthe test as described in the 

summary ofresults above. The same has been shown for age determination. The results 

show that there is a need for improvement in the areas ofthe test, such as formality, that 

are based more on knowledge ofthe etiquette ofdress in a specific country. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose ofthis study was to develop a decision tree system that could be used 

by docents in small museums to identify different style ofAsian dress. The objectives 

were to correctly identify the garment's country and culture oforigin (Japan, the Ainu, 

Korea, China, and the Himalayan regions ofTibet and northern Nepal), the gender or age 

ofthe wearer when applicable, and secondary factors such as whether the garment was 

for formal or seasonal wear. 

The primary criteria for this identification was the shape ofthe neckline, which 

has a distinctly different shape ofcross over closing in each geographic area included in 

the study. The secondary identification criteria was the shape ofthe sleeves, which 

varied by country, and also by the gender ofthe wearer. 

Summary and Discussion 

The primary hypothesis for this research was that there are distinct Asian clothing 

features which can be categorized to place a garment in its country oforigin. In both the 

undergraduate and graduate student testing results, satisfactory rates ofsuccess (83 

percent and 1 00 percent) occurred when they attempted to identify the country oforigin 

ofa specified Asian garment. These resuhs show that the primary hypothesis was valid 
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These results show that the primary hypothesis was valid for this test ofthe decision tree 

system 

Two sub-hypotheses were also tested. The first sub hypothesis stated that there 

are distinct secondary features in Asian dress which can determine the gender of its 

wearer, such as sleeve shape or embroidery motifs. The results ofthe test ofthis sub

hypothesis were less satisfactory, but a clear error pattern was shown. The major error 

patterns in determining the gender of the wearer occurred in the Japanese test garments. 

Comments in the short answer questions ofthe questionnaire revealed that many ofthe 

subjects were confused as to the exact definitions ofa long kimono sleeve, which is worn 

only by women and the shorter sleeve which could have indicated either gender. In 

addition to the distinctions ofsleeve length, subjects found it difficult to determine 

whether the shape ofa kimono or haori jacket sleeve would be considered to have 

straight comers, or slightly rounded comers, another feature ofJapanese sleeves which 

indicated gender usage. The subjects who correctly answered these questions indicated 

that they had looked at other elements ofthe Japanese sleeves, such as the underarm slit, 

wllich is found only in women's clothing, to assist their identification. Th~ confusion in 

these answers shows that more specific examples ofthe distinctions between male and 

female kimono sleeves are needed to improve the accuracy ofthis element ofthe decision 

tree. In the revised decision tree, a graphic artist could be hfredtoproduce.~ 

professional illustrations ofthe sleeve variations, including line drawings which show the 

sleeves as part ofthe whole kimono, to give a better idea ofthe scale the differences 

between the longfurisode sleeves and the shorter kosode sleeves. 
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A smaller, but similar error pattern occurred in the Chinese and Manchu 

garments. There are two distinct sleeves used in Manchu and Chinese clothing which are 

only found in women's clothing. One Manchu women's sleeve shape is similar to the 

men's Manchu, but differs in scale, the men's sleeve tapering tightly to the wrist, while 

the women's sleeve is wide and tapers only slightly toward the wrist. Subjects' answers 

indicated that they had trouble judging the scale ofthe men's and women's sleeves in the 

illustrations in comparison to the garment examples in the decision tree test. The other 

Chinese women's sleeve style, a wide, straight sleeve, was confused with the slightly 

tapering Manchu women's sleeve, again due to the subjects confusion about the exact 

distinctions ofthe definitions ofthe sleeve shapes. This error pattern indicates that more 

clarification and more extensive illustrations ofthe sleeve variations are needed to 

produce more accurate results. As stated above, a graphic artist could be hired to produce 

more professional illustrations ofthe sleeve variations, which would clarify distinctions 

between the possible sleeve styles. More illustrations ofthe sleeve variations, including 

some which show the sleeves as a part ofthe complete garment to give a better idea of 

the scale definitions of"lortg," "short," or ''wide'' in relation to the overall garment could 

be included. 

The second sulrhypothesis was that certain Asian garments have distinct features 

which indicate the age ofthe wearer. This is especially true ofJapanese and Korean 

traditional dress. The test resuhs on this were satisfactory, with both undergraduate and 

graduate subjects scoring 90 to 100 percent recognition ofthe age appropriateness ofthe 

garments in the test. The differences between the clothing of younger and more mature 

people in Japanese and Korean traditional dress are similar, with brighter colors and/or 
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larger motifs being reserved for younger wearers. This distinction was easily identified 

by the test subjects. There is far less room for subjective judgement and 

misinterpretations ofscale, such as in the kimono sleeve lengths, when determining 

whether a color is bright or not, or ifa motif in the fabric ofa garment is large or small. 

The subjects were familiar with choosing colors and motifs oftheir own clothing, so this 

criteria seemed to be easier to determine than the fine distinctions ofvariations in sleeve 

length and width which they were not familiar with using in their everyday dress. 

The test ofthe decision tree instrument also examined whether subjects could 

judge other secondary factors ofthe garments, such as whether they were distinct to a 
-

specific ethnic group or were worn for formal or informal occasions. The results ofthese 

questions found that the graduate subjects had a correct answer percentage twice that of 

the undergraduates, although both scores were below the satisfactory range of75 to 80 

percent. The difference in these results may indicate that the graduate students had been 

exposed to broader cultural studies than the undergraduates. Since the identifications for 

ethnic group and formality relied on the same garment features in the decision tree, this is 

another indication that greater clarity and more cultural information needs to be included 

in the decision tree instrument. 

The results ofthe test ofthe decision tree instrument lacked one element that 

might have been available in a real museum situation which may have affected the 

accuracy rates attained by the student subjects. An extensive annotated bibliography was 

included in each country oforigin chapter in the decision tree, for the purpose ofgiving 

the user the option ofreferring to these publications to assist in their identification. This 

option was not available to the student subjects in the time allotted for the test of the 
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decision tree instrument. A museum docent may have the option ofchecking out a 

reference book from their local library ifthey chose to research a more specific 

identification for a garment. 

Limitations 

The scope ofthis study was limited by the choice to include only a specific 

geographic area in northern Asia. This limitation was determined by garment similarities 

in these countries, including their rectangular cut, with sleeves attached straight at the 

shoulders with no shaped armholes, and their crossover front panels, as well as the 

difficulty ofdevising a truly workable decision tree that would include garments from all 

Asian countries. 

The second limitation concerned the dates and types ofgarments chosen to be 

included in the decision tree. Clothing types common to the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries were chosen for inclusion in the decision tree because an examination of 

museum collections showed that garments from this era formed the bulk: oftheir 

collections. The garment choice was also limited to garments in relatively common use, 

eliminating most types ofclothing worn by minority ethnic populations, for highly 

specific occasions such as weddings, or certain professions. 

Other limitations were determined by the test factors. The study was completed 

with available garments in the AlHM Textile and Apparel Collection. Although the 

AlHM department has a fairly representative collection of Asian garments from the 

geographic area included in the decision tree, one substitution had to be made, the 

photographs ofthe Ainu garment, which scored a significantly lower accuracy rate than 

the actual garments the subjects could examine. 
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The subject population was limited to currently enrolled students. Though the 

sample size of 14 subjects was small, it was an acceptable sample size for the initial 

decision tree test. A larger sample might have more accurately reflected the range of 

experience of museum volunteers. 

The research project was limited to a scope which could be achieved in the time 

allotted for the completion ofa masters thesis. A broader, longer term study using actual 

museum docents as test subjects was suggested, but was not practical within the time 

limit. 

Recommendations 

Since most ofthe errors seemed related to the quality ofthe illustrations in the test 

instrument, a revised decision tree should ideally include both full length line drawings of 

the garments in the decision tree as well as photographs ofrepresentative garments of 

each type included in the decision tree. A large percentage ofthe errors stemmed from 

the subjects' interpretation ofwhether an actual garment feature matched the generalized 

garment feature shown in the illustration or the specific one shown in the photograph of 

an Asian garment ofthe type described. Part ofthese errors were related to the scale of 

the garment feature in relation to the over all size ofthe garment. The drawings and 

photographs of specific garment features in the test instrument did not show their 

relationship to the garment as a whole, which should be remedied in later versions ofthe 

decision tree. 

The answers to the test questions indicated that the subjects had read the short 

paragraphs of background information on the test garments, rather than simply judging 

from the photographs, so larger sections ofclothing and cultural information on each 
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country oforigin should be included in a revised decision tree. A few ofthe error 

patterns occurred when the subject tried to make an identification only on the factors 

given in the brief descriptions accompanying each garment type, usually on the 

distinction between two garment types ofa single country. More extensive information 

should be included in the revised decision tree to clarify the distinctions between 

different forms of Asian clothing which occur in each country. This would include 

information such as in the Asian clothing section ofthe review of literature. 

Conclusion 

While no decision tree ofthis sort could cover every possible variation in the 

garments ofthe countries included in this study, the results show that it has the potential 

of fulfilling the intended function ofproviding a basic tool to identify the most common 

types ofAsian garments found in small museum collections. The results ofthe test ofthe 

decision tree showed some error patterns related to the garment illustrations, which will 

be corrected by more professional artwork in the final product. The revised decision tree 

will be a workbook. Comments from the participants after both the pilot test and the 

AIHM garment test indicated that they felt their accuracy improved with use, as they 

became familiar with the specifics ofeach identifying feature ofthe Asian garments 

included in the system. This indicates that the decision tree system can educate a 

potential user about the variations in Asian dress included in it within a short enough time 

period to be usable in a real-life museum setting, where there may be many demands on 

the staffand little time to fully identify their acquisitions ofAsian clothing. 
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Test Instrument 
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Identification of Asian Garments in Small 
Collections 

The idea for this project, a basic identification system for Asian garments, 

developed from personal experience during research on Japanese clothing for a masters 

thesis, seeing Asian garments from several cultures misidentified as Japanese kimono. 

The use of the word kimono as a generic term for Asian garments probably resulted from 

the kimono's widespread adoption as a lounging robe by American women combined 

with its continued identification as a garment of Asian origin. The traditional garments 

from China, Korea, and the Himalayan regions of Tibet and northern Nepal share the 

kimono's general characteristics of a crossover front opening, minimal body shaping and 
flowing sleeves, which could lead to their misidentification as kimono by individuals 

unfamiliar with Asian dress. 

The project is presented in the form of a workbook, which is intended to be a first 

step in the identification process and is not an attempt to identify every dress variation 


. within a culture. The identification process should lead the person accessioning the 


garment to the appropriate country oforigin section, where further text information and a 


bibliography will provide avenues for more specific research. 

The most distinctive differences between the clothing of Japan, China, Korea, and 

the Himalayan region occur in the neckline and sleeve area, so these were chosen as the 

primary points of identification. Once the country of origin of the garment is identified 

by its neckline and sleeve style, secondary features such as garment length, decorative 

motifs, and embellishment styles can be used to identify its age and use within its culture. 

This identification system concentrates on the upper body garments, since they are more 

often preserved than lower body garments. Illustrations and descriptions of the most 

common lower body garments for each country are given after the upper garment section. 

An annotated bibliography of Asian clothing references is included for more specific 

research after each country oforigin chapter. 

To use the identification process: 

1:1 First check the neckline - how does the garment close 

1:1 Next check the sleeve style 

1:1 After that, check the fabric, decoration, and embellishments 

1:1 Look in the annotated bibliography for more sources of information 
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NECKLINES: There are two basic styles of neck openings in Asian garments. 

Most open in front, with either a straight center front slit or a crossover closing which 

laps toward the right side of the garment. The style of crossover closing differs by 

country, so this will be the first point of identification. 

SLEEVE STYLES: Sleeve styles on Asian garments differ both by country of 

origin and gender, usage, and sometimes ethnicity within one culture, so they will be 

used as the second point ofidentification. 
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What type of front closure does the garment have? 

Center front? 

(go to center front closure section) 


Crossover Front Closure? 

(go to crossover front closure section) 
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Center Front Closure 


What Neckline Style? 


~ ~ 
Japanese

Chinese 
(go to Japanese Section) 

(go to Chinese Section) 

Korean Himalayan (Tibet & Nepal) 
(go to Korean Section) (go to Himalayan Section) 

I 

lJ 
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Crossover Front Closure 


What Neckline Style? 


~ ------. 
JapaneseChinese 

(go to Japanese Section) (go to Chinese Section) 

Korean Himalayan (Tibet & Nepal) 

(go to Korean Section) (go to Himatayan Section) 
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JAPANESE: 

The major item in traditional Japanese clothing for both men and women is the 

kimono, which, in Japanese, literally translates as "thing to wear" (Yamanaka, 1982) or 

"things that hang from the shoulders" (Dalby, 1993). The kimono is a rectangular cut 

garment with front extensions to provide a crossover front closure. The style, length, 

decoration and fabric of the kimono vary according to the wearers age, gender, season, 

and the formality of the occasion (Dalby, 1993; Yamanaka, 1982). Since the opening of 

Japan to Western trade on the late 1800s, the kimono has been exported to the U.S. as a 

women's dressing gown. The export kimono often include non-Japanese design elements, 

such as patch pockets, rufiles, or shaped collars (Bryk, 1988; Corwin, 1996) 

WOMEN'S KIMONO: The 

women's kimono is a full length garment 

with a crossover front closure. Its long 

rectangular sleeves hang to waist or hip 

length for married women (kosode style) or 

hip to calf length for unmarried women 

lfurisode style). The kimono is worn over a 

slip, undershirt and under-kimono and held 

closed by a wide sash called an obi. (Dalby, 

1993; Marshall, 1988; Yamanaka, 1982; 

Yang & Narasin, 1989) 

MEN'S KIMONO: The men's 

kimono is a full length crossover front 

garment with squared sleeves. The color 

and pattern (if any) are much more subdued 

than women's garments (Dalby, 1993; Marshall, 1988; Yamanaka, 1982). 

AINU KIMONO: The Ainu kimono was worn by a minority population on 

Japan's northern islands. It is distinguished from Japanese kimono hy its distinctive 

applique of interlaced patterns on hem and sleeves. The fabric is usually ramie, 

sometimes in striped patterns. The sleeves are folded to angle toward the wrist. 

(Fairserveis, 1971; Jackson, 1997; TiIke, 1990). 

Woman's Kimono 
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Japanese Kimono 

What Sleeve Style? 

.---1 --------. 
Ainu Sleeve Men's Sleeve 

Woman's Sleeve 

Kosode Furisode 

1 

Decoration, Fabric, 


Garment Length 


Woman's Sleeve 

Kosocle 

Furisode 
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OVERGARMENTS: 

HAORI JACKET: The haori is a 

silk over-jacket worn by both men and 

women. It has a center front closing and 

is usually about hip to knee length. A 

less formal version, the hanten, is usually 

made of cotton (Marshall, 1988; 

Yamanaka, 1982). 

Woman's Haori Jacket 

SLEEVE STYLES: 

KOSODE SLEEVE: The most common sleeve style found on women's kimono is 

derived from the kosode or short-sleeved kimono (Noma, 1974). This is traditionally 

worn by married women, it is also worn in modem times by unmarried adult women 

(Dalby, 1993). 

Kosode Sleeve 
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FURISODE SLEEVE: The furisode sleeve is derived from the long sleeved 

kimono of the Heian dynasty. It is worn by unmarried women. 

;fl U
I 
i If 

Furisode Sleeve(s) 

MEN'S SLEEVE: The men's sleeve is short like the kosode sleeve but has a sharp 

rather than rounded comer (Dalby, 1993; Marshall, 1988). 

Men's Sleeve 
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AINU SLEEVE: The sleeve of the Ainu, a minority population in northern Japan, 

is folded over to form a triangular sleeve. This sleeve type is also found in some rural 

Japanese clothing (Dalby, 1993; Tilke, 1990). 

Ainu Sleeve 

SLEEVELESS VESTS: Sleeveless vests, called sodenashi (Dalby, 1993) or chan

chalco (Marshall, 1988) are worn for extra warmth in rural, informal and children's 

clothing. These vests are approximately hip length and are usually made ofcottons. 

GARMENT LENGTH: 

WHAT LENGTH IS THE GARMENT? 

IS THE GARMENT FULL LENGTH OR LONGER? 

YES: Women's traditional kimono are full length. The kimono is provided with 

extra length, which is folded under the obi and is visible as a "tuck" at hip level when the 

kimono is worn. Modem kimono touch the top of the foot when worn. Some older styles 

ofkimono were meant to trail on the floor (Dalby, 1993; Yamanaka, 1982). 

IS THE HEM PADDED? 

Padded hems, often made of red fabric, are found on the uchiake, a women's bridal 

kimono. The padded hem is not found on most other modern kimono, although it may be 

seen on older kimono (Liddell, 1988). 

NO... go to male kimono or informal women's over-garments (haori, hanten, etc.). 

WHAT IS THE FABRIC/COLOR? 

Kimono may be made of silk, cotton, hemp fibers, wool or synthetics. More 

formal kimono are made of silks, less formal ones are made of cotton, hemp or wool 
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fabrics. Black is worn for formal or mourning occasions. Brighter colors are worn by 

young women (Dalby, 1993; Yamanaka, 1982). 

WHAT IS THE DESIGN ON THE FABRIC, IF ANY? 

The most formal kimono have no motifs other than five small circular family crest 

markings called mon at the front and back shoulders and center back. Descending levels 

of formal kimono have three crests at the center back and back shoulders or one crest at 

the center back. Aside from the most formal kimono and mourning kimono, there are 

many types of fabric design in kimono, suitable for various seasons and occasions. The 

motifs may be asymmetrical, clustered at the hem, or on the hem and shoulders. 

The kimono may also have an overall design ofa small print or stripes. There are 

specific rules for which designs are appropriate for certain occasions (Dalby, 1993; 

Liddell, 1989; Noma, 1974; Yamanaka, 1982; private collections). 

LOWER BODY GARMENTS; HAKAMA PANTS: The hakama are pleated 

pants which are worn with men's formal kimono and as part of girls high school 

graduation uniform (Liddel~ 1989; Yamanaka, 1982). 
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CHINESE: 


There are many different ethnic cultures in China, each with a distinctive style of 

clothing. This identification system will cover only the Manchu and the Han Chinese, 

since these were the ruling and majority populations of China and their garments most 

often appear in museum collections. 

MANCHU CLOTlllNG: Manchu 

clothing was derived from the hide robes of 

their nomadic northern ancestors and are 

composed of trapezoida~ rather than 

rectangular pieces. The front neckline 

crosses over in a rounded curve at the right 

shoulder and fastens under the right arm and 

down the side. The robes may have side or 

frontlback slits for ease of movement. The 

sleeves are often tapered toward the wrists, 

ending in a short, flaring "horsehoof" cuff, 

which covers the back of the hand. Both 

men's and women's robes are usually full 

length. The men's Manchu style was worn 

very infrequently after the middle of the 

twentieth century. The women's Manchu 

gown evolved into the cheong sam, which 

retains the crossover front fastenings and 

side slits, but has become extremely form 

fitting (Scott, 1958; Szeto, 1992; Vollmer, 

1983). 

HAN CBrnNESE CLOTlllNG: 

Most of the Han men's clothing resembled 

the Manchu, since they worked outside the 

home in a Manchu controlled society. 

Dragon Robe 

Center Closing Chinese Robe 
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Han women's clothing differed from Manchu women's dress, being a short crossover 

jacket over a pleated skirt (Vollmer, 1983). 

THE CHEONGSAM: A clothing style which 

appeared after the 1911 Revolution was the cheongsam. 

This style became very popular in the 1920s-1950s. The 

cheongsam evolved into a form-fitting dress, often shaped 

with bust and waist darts, with short, set-in sleeves, a high 

collar, and side slits on the skirt (Steele & Major, 1999; 

Szeto, 1992; Xun & Chumning, 1984). 

Cheong sam 
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NECKLINE STYLE: There are several different neckline styles in Chinese 

clothing. The most common style, found on both Manchu and Han clothing, has a 

convex curve across the right front of the garment, starting at the center front of the 

neckline and finishing under the right arm. Han women's clothing may have a four lobed 

collar applique encircling the neck. Another style found on the most formal Manchu 

robes (the chao-fu) extends the front crossover straight from the center front neckline to 

the right shoulder, before dropping in a concave curve to the right underarm. Other 

clothing may close in center front from a high round neckline, sometimes with a small 

standing collar (Pang, 1988; Vollmer, 1983). 

Common Han and Manchu neckline 

Formal Manchu neckline 
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Chinese Robes 


What Sleeve Style? 


Han Sleeve Manchu Sleeve 

Straight Horsehoof Combination 

\
Manchu 

See Garment 
Length 

See Decoration 
and Garment Length 

women's 
style, see 
Decoration 

Straight 
Combination 

Horsehoof 
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SLEEVE STYLES: 

MANCHU SLEEVE: Many of the men's garments have a tapered sleeve style 

derived from the Manchu. This sleeve appears to be in three sections. The body fabric of 

the garment forms the upper arm section, the middle section may be plain black or dark 

blue, sometimes with a subtle pattern of embossed stripes or have metallic stripes around 

it, usually gold color. The third section forms ~ flared "horsehoof' cuff over the hand 

(Dickinson & Wrigglesworth, 1990; Pang, 1988; Vollmer, 1983). 

Manchu Sleeves 

HAN SLEEVE: Sleeves in Han garments often have straight, wide sleeves, 

especially in women's clothing (Vollmer, 1983). 

Han Sleeve 
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COMBINATION SLEEVE STYLE: Sometimes a Manchu woman's gown will 

have a combination sleeve, wide and straight like the Han, but ending in a stylized wide 

horsehoofshape (Vollmer, 1980, 1983). 

Combination Sleeve 

WESTERN SLEEVE STYLE: The cheong sam, a western-influenced woman's 

dress of the twentieth century has a short, fitted sleeve set in to the shoulder like Western 

style blouse (Steele & Major, 1999). 

Cheongsam Sleeve 
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SLEEVELESS VESTS: Both Manchu and Han men and women wore sleeveless 

vests. The men's vests were waist length with a Manchu crossover front. Manchu 

women's vests were long with either a center front or Manchu crossover opening, or short 

with a crossover front. Han women's formal vests were hip length with a center front 

opening and a fringed hem, informal vests were hip length with a crossover front opening 

(Dickinson & Wrigglesworth, 1990; Vollmer, 1983). 

/1
;1 

l / I i \ 
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I Short vest worn by I 
I \
I Manchu & Han women 

\ 

! 
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Manchu woman's long Han woman's formal vest 


with Mandarin square 


GARMENT LENGTH: 

WHAT LENGTH IS THE GARMENT? 

IS THE GARMENT SHORT? 

Short robes were worn by Han women. These robes have similar decorative motifs to the 

Manchu women's gowns, but are only about hip length. The Han robes frequently have 

an elaborate yoke design with four or more points (Vollmer, 1983). 
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YEs...is sleeved or sleeveless? 

Does the front cross over? 

Ifthe garment has a crossover front and long sleeves, see Han women's clothing, if it has 

a straight front and long sleeves, see men's jackets. 

If sleeveless, see men's and women's vests. 

IS THE GARMENT LONG? 

Long clothing was worn by Manchu men and women, and Han men. 

Go to fabric, color and design sections to determine gender and usage. 

WHAT IS THE FABRIC/COLOR? 

Chinese clothing ~ primarily made from silks and cottons, sometimes from hemp or 

ramie. The silk clothing may be made from high or low quality silk and may be covered 

in embroidery or left plain. Yellow, orange and browns were generally restricted to the 

Imperial family or very high officials. Blue was used in many clothes for both the 

official Manchu robes and less formal indigo clothing of the common people. (The 

Manchu robes were usually silk, the indigo clothing was usually cotton). Many women's 

clothes are in shades of pinks, light blues, mauves, purples and greens (pang, 1988; 

Vollmer, 1983). 
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WHAT IS THE DESIGN ON TIlE FABRIC? 

Chinese clothing, for both the Han and the Manchu,' included many designs depending on 

the occasion, gender and ethnicity of the wearer. The three mentioned here are 

commonly found in many collections. 

DRAGONS: Clothing with dragon 

motifs were worn by the Manchu, mostly for 

formal occasions. The dragon pattern is 

usually symmetrical, except for one dragon 

placed at the center of the upper chest. Formal 

robes have nine dragons, an auspicious 

number. The ninth dragon is hidden on the 

underlayer of the front, beneath the crossover 

panel (Dickinson & Wrigglesworth, 1990; 

Vollmer, 1983). 

MANDARIN SQUARE: The 

Mandarin Square was a rank insignia placed at 

chest and upper back on an otherwise plain 

robe. This was primarily a man's style, but 

women could wear the rank emblem of their 

male relatives. A clawed animal (dragon, lion, 

etc.) indicated a military rank, a bird (crane, quail, etc.) indicated a civil rank (Dickinson 

& Wrigglesworth, 1990; Vollmer, 1983). 

FLORALS, BUTTERFLIES, SCENICS: Floral or butterfly designs were worn by 

women, sometimes scattered in an allover pattern, sometimes confined in roundels. 

Sometimes a man's vest may have a floral design, men's robes rarely do. Some robes 

may have scattered or roundel enclosed scenes of landscapes or figures. These are 

usually women's designs (pang, 1988; Vollmer, 1983). 

LOWER BODY GARMENTS: 

HAN WOMEN'S SKIRTS: Beneath their short jackets, the Han women wore a 

long skirt with pleated side sections and flat front and back panels. The skirts had a wide 

waistband and were cut in two mirror image pieces, each with a flat section and a pleated 

section. The flat sections were worn at the front and back, the pleated sections were worn 

Ninth Dragon under Overlap 
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on the sides (Szeto, 1992; Vollmer, 1983; private collections). 

HAN WOMEN'S TROUSERS: Han women sometimes wore straight legged 

trousers or leggings beneath their skirts. After the 1911 Revolution, the trousers were 

sometimes worn alone with a matching or contrasting tunic to form a "pantsuit" (Szeto, 

1992; Wilson, 1986). 

MINORITY PEOPLES: There are many minority populations in China and their 

clothing is distinctive to each ethnic group and region. The best reference for minority 

clothing information is: Fei, H. (1982) Costumes of the minority peoples of C~ 

Kyoto: Binobi Press. 
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KOREAN: 

The general term for both men's and women's clothing is hanbok, which literally 

means "Korean clothing" (park, 1993). Men and women wear different forms ofhanbok. 

WOMEN'S HANBOK: Women's 

clothing includes two major pieces; a 

midriff level blouse with a crossover front 

to the right, called the jugori (Park, 1993) 

or chogori, and a wraparound skirt called 

the chima. The jugori neckline may be 

accented with a contrasting collar strip set 

into it and a long decorative tie. The 

chima skirt is a rectangular piece of 

material pleated into a thin band, which 

wraps around the body at chest level. A 

tong chima skirt is a closed tube with a 

small, sleeveless top attached to it and is 

less formal than the wraparo\lIld chima 

(Lee, 1989; Park, 1993; Tilke, 1990; 

University ofHawaii; 1989; Yang, 1997). Women's Jugori and Chima 

MEN'S HANBOK: Men's hanbok includes a full sleeved jugori and wide trousers 

called paji (Lee, 1989). Men's chogori are longer than women's with a wider neckhand 

and a plain tie. Men may wear a sleeveless vest with three pockets called a jokki or 

choW over their jugori (Geum & DeLong, 1992; Tilke, 1990; University of Hawaii, 

1989; Yang, 1997). 

UNISEX CLOTIllNG: Both men and women may wear an over-garment called 

the [urumagi. This is worn on formal occasions and resembles the jugori in shape, but is 

much longer (Lee, 1989). A center closing jacket called a magoja is worn by both men 

and women. The men's version is waist-length, the women's version is shorter (Yang, 

1997). 
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WHAT NECKLINE STYLE? 

The neckline style is similar in both men's and women's hanbok. It crosses over to the 

right, often with a matching or contrasting collar strip inset onto the neckline (Lee, 1989; 

Tilke, 1990; private collections). 

WHAT SLEEVE STYLE? 

The sleeve in women's hanbok is curved along its bottom edge, narrowing toward 

the shoulder and wrist. Men's hanbok sleeves tend to be straight to the wrist (Lee, 1989; 

Yang, 1997; private collections). 

Woman's Sleeve 

GARMENT LENGTH: 

IS THE GARMENT LONG OR SHORT? 

Short garments are worn by both men and women as shirts, longer garments of similar 

cut, as coats (Fairserveis, 1971; Lee, 1989). 
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Korean Hanbok 


at Sleeve Sty. 

Men's Sleeve Women's Sleeve 

See Garment Length 
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WHAT IS THE FABRIC/COLOR? 

The traditional color for Korean garments was white, which was worn for 

mourning deaths in the royal family (Lee, 1989). Modem Korean women's garments are 

in many color combinations, often bright, with a contrasting top and skirt. Men's clothing 

seems to be in more subdued colors. Traditionally, children's clothing was in bright 

colors, wedding clothing was red, often with a green jugori and red chima. Adult 

clothing, worn after the wedding, was in white (Fairserveis, 1971). Modem Korean 

clothing varies the color by the age of the wearer, with yOUIlger people, especially girls, 

wearing brighter colors, and paler colors being worn by older persons (Yang, 1997). 

The traditional fabric for the common clothing was cotton, upper classes would 

wear silk or ramie (Lee, 1989; Yang, 1997). Modem women's hanbok may be made of 

synthetic fabrics with lame metallic thread motifs at hem and sleeves (Yang, 1997; 

private collections). 

WHAT IS THE DESIGN ON THE FABRIC, IF ANY? 

Korean clothing is less patterned than either Japanese or Chinese clothing. 

Women's garments may have stripes or motifs of contrasting colors at sleeve and skirt 

hems. Some women's jugori have contrasting insets at the underarms. Some hanbok 

have a self-colored motif woven into the fabric. Women's formal hanbok may have 

metallic designs woven into the skirt hem, or imprinted onto it (Fairserveis, 1971; Yang, 

1997; private collections). 

LOWER BODY GARMENTS: 

CmMA SKIRT: The chima skirt is a rectangular piece of material, which is 

pleated or gathered into a thin band at the top. It is worn wrapped around the body at 

breast level, tied by extension ofthe top band. Less formal skirts, called tong chima, may 

be attached to a tiny, sleeveless bodice, which does not show underneath the jugori (Park, 

1993). 

PAJI TROUSERS: The men's trousers are very full, tied at the waist, and tucked 

into boots (Fairserveis, 1971; Lee, 1989). 
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HIMALAYAN (Tibet and northern Nepal): 

CHUBA: The chuba (or chupa 

or quiba, depending on translation) is the 

basic wraparound garment for Tibetan 

and Nepali men and women. It is a T

shaped garment with a wrapover front. 

Men's chuba's are long sleeved, women's 

may be long-sleeved or sleeveless, 

depending on the season. The chuba was 

worn crossed over to the right, belted 

tightly, then pouched over above the belt. 

The chuba's sleeves are long and 

straight, often much longer than the 

human arm. This was a protection for 

the hands in the cold climate (Dunsmore, 

1993; Newark Museum, 1961; Xu, 

1988). 

SIllRT: Both sexes wear a hip 

length shirt ofcotton or silk. The Tibetan 

men's shirt has a crossover front with a Woman's Sleeveless Chuba and blouse 

square front panel, the Tibetan women's shirt is open at center front, has a wide foldover 

collar and extra long sleeves. The northern Nepali men's and women's shirts are similar to 

the Tibetan styles. Tibetan and Nepali jackets are similar in style to the shirts, but are 

made ofheavier materials (cottons and wools) (Dunsmore, 1993; Newark Museum, 1961; 

Xu, 1988). 
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WHAT NECKLINE STYLE? 

There are several neckline styles in Himalayan clothing. The crossover front styles may 

be either a straight line from neck to right underarm, or a square crossover from the neck 

to the right shoulder, then down to the underarm. 

Woman's Tibetan Neckline 
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Himalayan (Tibet & Nepal) 

What Sleeve Syle? .------- ~ 
Long Sleeved 

~ 
Normal Length 

See Womens sielves 
Chuba 

Extrafong 

7t Garment Le~? 

Short Long 

+ + 

Jacket or shirt See Chuba 

+ 
See Fabric 

See Garment 

Length to determine 


Gender 


+

Short (waist 

length ~arment) 

Jacket or Shirt 

+ 

See Fabric 

Extra Long Sleeve Tapered Sleeve 
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WHAT SLEEVE STYLE? 

Sleeves may be normal length, either straight (Tibetan) or tapering toward the wrist 

(Nepali), or straight and extra-long (Tibet and Nepal) 

Tapered Sleeve Extra-Long Sleeve 

WHAT GARMENT LENGTH? 

Jackets and shirts are hip length, chuba are calf to full length. 

Women's traditional chubas are longer than men's. The woman's chuba is floor 

length, the men's chuba is calf-length. The chubas for both sexes may seem to be very 

long, since extra length is allowed to form the pouch above the belt (Dunsmore, 1993; 

Newark Museum, 1961; Xu, 1988). 

WHAT FABRIC/COLOR? 

Most everyday Tibetan and northern Nepali clothing is made of wool Both Tibet and 

Nepal have traditionally traded with China and India, and formal garments of Indian 

brocade and Chinese silks are found in both countries. The shirts and jackets may be thin 

silk or heavy cotton, formal chubas and sleeveless vests may be Indian or Chinese 

brocade. Rural clothing is often made of leather and felt, sometimes with contrasting 

stripes along the front closure, hem and sleeve edges. 

Many traditional Tibetan garments are made in shades of purples and browns, 

with women's shirts in contrasting colors of pink or green. Garments from imported 

materials are in all colors, although rich jewel tones seem to be favored (Newark 

Museum, 1961; Shen and Liu, 1952; Xu, 1988). 

WHAT DESIGN ON THE FABRIC, IF ANY? 

Some Tibetan and northern Nepali clothing is tie-dyed in a design of n+n shaped crosses, 

woven in multicolored stripes, or a combination of the two. Garments made from 

imported Indian fabrics may show the traditional paisley pattern, clothing from Chinese 
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fabric may have dragons, roundels, allover florals, or other traditional Chinese patterns 

(Dunsmore, 1990; Newark Museum, 1961; Xu, 1988). 

SLEEVELESS VESTS: Tibetan and some Nepali women may wear a calf length 

sleeveless vest, sometimes called a panel coat in Tibet and a sikok in Nepal, over their 

chuba on formal occasions. This vest is made of alternating panels of striped wool and 

silk brocade, with brocade shoulder panels (Dunsmore, 1993; Xu, 1988). 

LOWER BODY GARMENTS: 

Tibetan and northern Nepali women wear a striped apron in front, sometimes also a back 

apron. They also traditionally wore wool leggings or trousers beneath their chuba, 

although in modem times they are likely to wear jeans. Men wore wool trousers beneath 

their chuba (Dunsmore, 1993; Fairserveis, 1971; Xu, 1988). 

BUDDIDST ROBES. The clothing worn by Buddhist clergy includes draped 

elements originating in India, which are not found in other Himalayan garments. The 

robes are usually orange, yellow or red, depending on the specific sect and garment 

purpose (Newark Museum, 1961; Xu, 1988). 
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Appendix 2 


Questionnaire 
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Identification of Garments in Small Museums: 

Questionnaire 

• 	 Docent # -----'-

• 	 Rate your familiarity with Asian garments on a scale of 1-5, 1 =unfamiliar (little or no 

knowledge of Asian garments, 5=very familiar (extensive knowledge of Asian 

garments) 

UNFAMILIAR VERY FAMILIAR 

1 2 3 4 5 

#1. Garment 

• 	 Look at the neckline and answer the following questions: 

What country is the garment from? ________________ 

Which feature of the garment determined you answer? ( neckline shape, closure 

method, collar style, etc.). ___________________ 

• Look at the sleeves and answer the following questions: 


Was the wearer male or female ? 


Which feature ofthe sleeves led to your answer? _____________ 


Would this garment be worn by a married or unmarried person:--____? 


What sleeve feature led to your answer? ______________ 

• Look at the color and pattern ofthe garment and answer the following questions: 

Would this garment be worn by a young person or an older person ? 
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#2. Garment 

• Look at the neckline and answer the following questions: 

What country is the garment from? _________________ 

What feature ofthe neckline led to your answer? ____________ 

• Look at the sleeves and answer the following questions: 

Was the wearer male or female ? 
~----

What feature ofthe sleeves led to your answer? _____________ 

• Look at the color and pattern on the garment and answer the following questions: 

Was the wearer a young person'---____ or an older person ______? 

What feature led to your answer? __________________ 

#3. Garment 

• Look at the neckline and answer the following questions: 


What country is this garment from? _________________ 


What feature led to your answer?, _________________ 


• Look at the sleeves and answer the following questions: 


Was the wearer male or female ? 


What sleeve feature led to your answer? _______________ 


Does the sleeve style indicate the wearer belonged to a specific ethnic group? 


Yes No 


Ifyes, which ethnic group? ___________________ 


• Look at the color and pattern on the garment and answer the following questions: 

Was this garment most likely for formal or informal wear ? 

Does any garment feature indicate the wearer's social status? Yes no 

Ifyes, which feature was it? ___________________ 

#4. Garment 
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• Look at the neckline and answer the following questions: 


What country is the garment from? ________________ 


What feature led to your answer? _________________ 


• Look at the sleeves and answer the following question: 


Was the wearer male or female ? 


• Look at the color and pattern ofthe garment and answer the following questions: 


Is the garment formal or informal ? 


What feature led to your answer? ________________ 


#5. Garment 

• Look at the neckline and answer the following questions: 


What country is the garment from?,_______________ 


What neckline feature led to your answer? _____________ 


• Look at the sleeves and answer the following question: 


Was the wearer male or female? ? 


• Look at the color and pattern ofthe garment and answer the following questions: 

What is the function ofthis garment (underwear, etc.}? ________ 

Would this garment be formal or informal wear _______? 

#6. Garment 

• Look at the neckline and answer the following questions: 

What country is this garment from? __________________ 

What neckline feature led to your answer? _____________ 

• 
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• 	 (Look at the length, pattern and color of the garment and answer the following 

questions: 

Does any garment feature indicate that the wearer belonged to a specific ethnic group? 


Yes No_____________ 


Ifyes, which ethnic group? ___________________ 


Was the wearer male or female 	 ? 

#7. Garment 

• 	 Look at the garment neckline and answer the following questions: 


What country is the garment from? ___________________ 


What neckline feature led to your answer? ________________ 


• Look at the sleeves and answer the following questions: 


Was the wearer male or female"____________? 


What feature led to your answer? _______________ 


• Look at the color and pattern on the garment and answer the following questions: 


Was the wearer a young person or an older person ? 


Was the garment worn for a specific occasion? ________________ 


#8. Garment 

• 	 Look at the garment neckline and answer the following questions: 


What garment is the garment from? ____________________ 


What neckline feature led to your answer? _______________ 


• Look at the garment sleeves and answer the following questions: 


Does any feature indicate that the wearer belonged to a specific ethnic group? 


Yes No 


Ifyes, what ethnic group? _________________ 
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#9. Garment 

• Look at the neckline and answer the following questions: 

What country is this garment from ____________? 


What neckline feature led to your answer? ___________ 


• Look at the sleeves and answer the following question: 


Was the wearer male or female ________? 


• Look at the color, fabric and pattern on the garment and answer the following 

question: 

Was this garment formal ______ or informal ________? 

#10. Garment 

• Look at the garment neckline and answer the following questions: 


What country is this garment from? ______________ 


What neckline feature led to your answer? ____________ 


• Look at the sleeves and answer the following questions; 


Was the wearer ofthis garment male or female______? 


What sleeve feature led to your answer? ____________ 


• Look at the color, pattern and length of the garment and answer the following 

questions: 

Does any feature indicate that the wearer belonged to a specific ethnic group? 

Yes No 

Jfyes, which ethnic group? __________ 

#11. Garment 

• Look at the neckline and answer the following questions: 

What country is this garment from? ______________ 
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What neckline feature led to your answer? _____________ 

• Look at the sleeves and answer the following questions: 

Was the wearer male or female ? 

What feature led to your answer? __________________ 

#12. Garment 

• Look at the garment neckline and answer the following questions; 


What country is the garment from? ________________ 


What neckline feature led to your answer? _____________ 


• Look at the sleeves and answer the following questions: 


Do the sleeves differ from other Asian garments? Yes no______ 


Jfyes, ifwhat way?____________________ 


• Look at the length, color, and pattern of the garment and answer the following 


questions: 

Does any feature of this garment differ from most Asian clothing? Yes No 

Ifyes, which feature is it? ______________________ 




